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The problem on which this study focused was the improve-
ment of teacher professional dev~lopment. 
The study had two focal points: a review of existing 
programs of multi-agency collaborative efforts and the de-
velopment of a plan of collaboration for teach~- profession-
al development which involves local school districts, higher 
education, and state departments of public instruction. 
Five procedures were used in this study: a review of 
significant literature in the area of collaborative programs 
involving local school districts, higher education, and 
state departments of public instruction; a description and 
analysis of selected collaborative programs, an analysis of 
common characteristics found in collaborative programs, the 
development of a plan for multi-agency collaboration for 
teacher professional development, and the submission of the 
plan to leading authorities. 
Three multi-agency collaborative programs were reviewed: 
Auburn University Continuous Professional Development Pro-
gram, Central Arizona Inservice Consortium, and Florida Pan-
handle Early Childhood Consortium. The programs were re-
viewed based on the following criteria found common to the 
three programs: membership, origin and development, assump-
tions objectives, finance, governance, activities, and ser-
vices and evaluation. The review yielded numerous common-
alities. The researcher surmised that these commonalities 
should be considered when a multi-agency collaborative 
teacher professional development plan is developed. 
The development of a systems approach for multi-agency 
collaboration for teacher development was generated. The 
system is composed of five major interacting components: 
governance, substance, delivery, model, and evaluation. 
The governance component is composed of the decision-making 
structures which legitimize and govern. The substance com-
ponent is composed of the content of the teacher profes-
sional development activities. The delivery component is 
that part of the system which brings together the substance 
component and the professional teacher. It also includes 
the selection of staff and the arrangements needed to de-
liver the model component. The model component consists 
of the various types of teacher professional development 
activities. The evaluation component consists of the type 
of studies used to assess the effectiveness of teacher pro-
fessional development efforts. 
It was the conclusion of this study that a plan for 
multi-agency collaboration may be the best approach to 
developing a teacher who continues to grow as a profes-
sional. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
American education is undergoing a period of rapid 
change. Schools today are under constant pressure from so-
ciety to provide adequate and appropriate instruction for 
all children. In an attempt to respond to these demands, 
teachers across the country are taking courses and work-
shops in increasing numbers with the hope and expectation 
that these activities will benefit both themselves and stu-
dents. Therefore, the continuing professional development 
of teachers deserves increased study aimed at improving the 
existing system of inservice. The continuing professional 
development of teachers has attracted much attention from 
agencies and institutions which have as part of their 
charge the improvement of the educational system. 
The federal government has taken an active role in 
promoting and providing support for the professional devel-
opment of teachers. The Education Amendments of 1978 (Pub-
lic Law 95-561) support expansion and improvement of inser-
vice education of teachers as an integral element in each 
of several specific objectives of this legislation. Title 
V of this law requires that each state educational agency 
submit a state plan for the coordination of federal and 
state funds for inservice training activities, and that 
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this plan be developed with the involvement of teachers, 
professional associations, higher education, and other in-
terested individuals and organizations. 
Title VI of Public Law 91-230 stipulates that each 
state plan for the education of handicapped children must 
include a comprehensive system of personnel development 
with one part directed to the inservice training of general 
and special educational, instructional, related services, 
and support personnel. The integration and mainstreaming 
of handicapped students into public school programs make it 
likely that this provision will affect inservice education 
programs for practically all teachers. 1 The legislation 
and the money appropriated to implement the laws demon-
strate a commitment from the federal government to aid in 
the professional development of teachers. (See Appendix A 
for PL 96-561 and Appendix B for PL 91-230.) 
In addition to the federal government's rules and reg-
ulations, most states have developed statutes and/or regu-
lations requiring continuing professional development of 
teachers. (See Appendix C.) Among the reasons for these 
regulations are (a) public concern for the upgrading of 
education, (b) teachers' concern for their own professional 
development, (c) the introduction of new technology into 
teaching, (d) a lack of new ideas and methods usually ob-
tained by the yearly influx of new personnel into the sys-
tem, and (e) declining enrollments in schools of education. 2 
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Unfortunately, many of the regulations passed apply only 
to certain subject-area teachers and therefore may affect 
only a small minority of teachers. The state department of 
education in each state has the responsibility to determine 
broad areas of student need that extend across the state, 
identify educational practices that adequately respond to 
identified needs, and establish criteria to ensure that pro-
fessional development programs are directed toward prestat-
ed goals and objectives. 3 The extent to which educators 
are continuously involved in updating and upgrading their 
competencies will influence the extent to which the state 
department of education fulfills its mission. 
In most of the states, professional development pro-
grams take place at the district level. Local school sys-
tems have the legal responsibility to determine broad goals, 
policies, and procedures for local professional develop-
ment.4 The local school system is the legal entity that the 
community holds responsible for achieving expected student 
outcomes. Because there is an assumed relationship between 
preparation of educators and student achievement, local 
school systems have considerable responsibility for develop-
ing and maintaining a viable professional development pro-
gram for its educators. 
Although not legally bound to provide inservice educa-
tion as the other agencies are, institutions of higher edu-
cation have a professional responsibility to do so. 
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Inservice education falls within the broad areas of teach-
ing, research, and service which are the primary missions 
of higher education. Nadles and Myrne, in suggesting a 
collaborative model for schools of education, stated that 
higher education can provide--in better quality than most 
other groups--accessibility skills, human relations train-
ing, and core discipline expertise of a scholarly nature. 5 
These unique capabilities provide sufficient rationale for 
continuation of the university link to teacher preparation. 
Legitimately, the university can be seen as a center for 
the, following activities: intellectual reflection, re-
search and evaluation, personal support and growth, and 
learning new skills, knowledge, and values. 6 These func-
tions are an integral part of the total preparation of the 
professional educator. Institutions of higher education 
have a professional responsibility to relate new knowledge 
to the individual needs of educators in their local setting; 
these institutions have an ethical responsibility as well 
to assist in fulfilling the primary purpose of inservice 
education; to enhance the capability of educators to facil-
itate student learning. 
Unfortunately these aforementioned agencies and insti-
tutions have not been able to pass enough rules and regula-
tions nor have they assumed enough responsibility for con-
tinuing professional development to assure quality inservice 
programs for educators. There is perhaps no better summary 
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of the state of current teacher inservice education than 
the words of Thomas Cranmer when he said: "We have left un-
done those things which we should have done; and we have 
done those things which we should have left undone; and 
there is no health in us." 7 Don Davies described the pres-
ent state of inservice education as "the slum of American 
education ... disadvantaged, poverty stricken, neglected, 
psychologically isolated, whittled with exploitation and 
broken promises."8 Dwight W. Allen viewed inservice teach-
er training as being the most indefensible, tradition-bound 
practice in American education. 
Such training as there is seems to be guided by 
two mutually incompatible perspectives: (a) in-
service training as relevant to the upgrading of 
teachers' professionalism and classroom perfor-
mance; (b) inservice training as a convenient way 
to pile up units, which will move a teacher hori-
zontally across the pay schedule.9 
In a summary of interview studies of beginning teachers 
conducted in twelve states, Hermanowicz found a general dis-
satisfaction with inservice programs. Most of those inter-
viewed believed that inservice programs were greatly needed, 
but that existing programs were severely inadequate. Some 
frequently expressed criticisms were that programs were dull 
and useless because they were too general, poorly timed, or 
devoted mainly to administrative housekeeping. 10 Hopkin 
Davies in a report on teacher education found that: 
Previous efforts at inservice education, most 
often consisting of either graduate level or 
district/principal-sponsored one-day workshops 
or seminars, have often been criticized by 
teacher groups as failing to satisfy teachers' 
day job needs.ll 
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In 1975-76 NEA Research found that significant numbers 
of respondents in a national sample of public school teach-
ers were dissatisfied with the quality of their inservice 
education. The major criticisms expressed by teachers ran 
in the following vein: "Inservice education is too general 
to satisfy my special needs," "The inservice education of-
fered is of little value in my job," "Inservice education 
is not planned cooperatively with teachers," and "Inservice 
education focuses on school system needs rather than on 
teacher needs."12 
Kenneth R. Howey conducted a survey of a sample of 
teachers in California, Mictigan, Georgia, and 21 Urban/ 
Rural Projects across the United States. He reported that 
three-quarters of the responding teachers classified their 
inservice education experiences as either fair or poor. 13 
A recent national survey of inservice practices and 
problems validated a common generalization that there is 
deep dissatisfaction with present inservice education prac-
tices--dissatisfaction shared by all parties involved in 
the enterprise. 14 All this has not gone unnoticed, however, 
from 1960 until recently, the federal government spent mil-
lions of dollars on inservice education, most of the funds 
going into National Defense Education Act and National 
Science Foundation institutes. 15 The purpose was to improve 
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a teacher's background in a subject or to orient a teacher 
to a newly developed curriculum. The institute usually 
plucked a single teacher out of a school district for a 
summer, a semester, or a year and laid on a course of study 
in the tradition of the university, where most of the insti-
tutes took place. Institutes often helped a teacher become 
more competent in a teaching field, and some attention was 
given to pedagogy, particularly in the curriculum insti-
tutes. But there was little payoff back home in terms of 
improved school programs. 
There have been many attempts to improve inservice ed-
ucation, but few successes. In 1965, the National Commis-
sian on Teacher Education and Professional Standards of the 
NEA conducted a nationwide survey to identify promising 
practices in inservice education. Over 300 program descrip-
tions were collected and reviewed, resulting in a publica-
tion which described some carefully selected programs that 
seemed to have merit. However, the title of the publica-
tion, which was originally to have been Promising Practices 
in Inservice Education, was changed to Current Practices 
in Inservice Education. 16 The title change implies that in 
the judgement of those conducting the survey inservice pro-
gram development has been inadequate. 
Hermanowica (1966) suggested areas in which serious 
mistakes in inservice education occur. Among these are the 
following: 
1. Failure to relate inservice program plans 
to genuine needs of staff participants. 
2. Failure to select appropriate activities 
for implementing program plans. 
3. Failure to implement inservice program 
activities with sufficient staff and 
other resources to assure effectiveness. 17 
The majority of teachers teaching in American public 
schools over the next two decades will be those who are 
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teaching today. Probably the only certainty about the fu-
ture that can be agreed upon is that "things will be differ-
ent from what they are now." While today's teachers have 
received basic training in content and methodology, no way 
is known to predict the skills and concepts that will be 
most appropriate in 1990 or 2000. Calhoun stated, "Any sub-
stantial improvement in school system quality or redirection 
must come through upgrading or retraining existing person-
nel."18 In 1977, the Governor's Task Force on Education in 
Kentucky found that "Inservice education is essential and 
must be a permanent part of the educational process for the 
continuous and sequential growth of the personnel and edu-
cational program of the district."19 
A review of present programs indicates that traditional 
methods of in-service education have not been successful in 
improving teacher performance or self-esteem. Schools can-
not succeed without effective teachers. Porter, in his 
study of a state education agency's perceptions of inservice 
education, concluded: 
Among the most demanding challenges facing school 
districts, higher education and state educa-
tional agencies in the next decade is the 
development of effective inservice programs 
for school staff. Continuous retraining of 
school staff to maintain and develop their 20 skills must become an educational priority. 
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It has been shown that all parties have a vested inter-
est and a responsibility in the continuing professional de-
velopment of educational personnel. Research contends that 
it is a responsibility that all must share. Neither local 
school districts, nor higher education, nor state depart-
ments of public instruction can train and educate teachers 
alone. Each contributes an integral part which cannot be 
excluded from the professional development of teachers. 
Staff development can no longer be administered in a sporad-
ic and disjointed manner by those responsible for teacher 
professional development. Today, with shrinking budgets 
and growing pressure for educational accountability, it is 
evident that all agencies need to work cooperatively. 
It is the opinion oi this researcher that a strategy 
which holds promise as a means for continuing professional 
development is collaboration among local school districts, 
universities, and state departments of public instruction. 
While there have been numerous instances of collaborative 
effort between two of these agencies, there have been very 
few attempts to develop collaborative efforts among all 
three. 
This study is undertaken for the purpose of developing 
a plan for collaborative teacher professional development 
which involves local school districts, higher education, 
and state departments of public instruction. 
Assumptions 
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In this study, it has been assumed that (1) teacher 
effectiveness can be improved through inservice, and that 
(2) teacher professional development can be enhanced by 
teacher inservice delivered by the most qualified persons. 
Limitations 
The researcher was unable to meet directly with proj-
ect directors of collaborative programs involving local 
school districts, universities, and state departments of 
public instruction, and was therefore limited to reading 
written reports of such programs. 
The review of literature was limited to the most recent 
15 years (1968-1983) and addressed only those collaborative 
programs for teacher professional education which involved 
local school districts, universities, and state departments 
of public instruction. 
Definitions 
For an understanding of the study, certain terms are 
defined as follows: 
Collaborative: cooperating with and assisting willingly 
Department of Public Instruction: the division of a state 
(government) that is empowered to administer public educa-
tion in the state 
Formative evaluation: the gathering of information and 
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evidence to show effectiveness of the professional develop-
ment activity 
Higher education: a college or university that provides 
education for teacher professional development as part of 
its mission 
Inservice: term used interchangeably with teacher profes-
sional development 
Multi-agency: three or more agencies working collaboratively 
School district: an area within a state that has its o~m 
board and that serves as the unit for administration of a 
public school system 
Staff development: term used interchangeably with teacher 
professional development. 
Summative evaluation: a judgement made concerning the level 
of mastery which the teacher acquired from the professional 
development activity based on meeting predetermined standards 
Teacher: a person certified as having the qualifications to 
teach public school children as noted by an issuance of a 
teaching certificate 
Teacher Professional Development: education following entry 
to the profession of teaching, need for which is derived 
from development of knowledge and skills which were not 
available at the time of preservice preparation or were not 
included in the preparatory program. In teaching, this con-
sists of needs in both the teaching field and in professional 
knowledge and practice. 21 
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Workday: a day when teachers must work, according to their 
teaching contract, even though students may not be cssigned 
to them for instruction during this time 
Workshop: a brief, intensive educational training program 
on a specific topic 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I has presented an introduction to the area of 
inservice and collaborative programs for professional devel-
opment. 
Chapter II is devoted to a description and a critical 
analysis of selected collaborative programs, and comprise a 
review of significant literature in this area. 
Chapter III presents the common characteristics found in 
multi-agency collaborative inservice programs which exist at 
the present time. 
Chapter IV is devoted to the development of a plan for 
multi-agency collaboration to enhance further teacher pro-
fessional development. In addition, it describes the sub-
mission of the plan to leading authorities in the field of 
teacher professional development for their reaction. 
Procedures 
The procedures employed in this study include a selec-
tion of sources, the compilation and critical review of 
those sources, and the development of a plan for multi-
agency collaboration for teacher professional development. 
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A systematic search of Current Index to Journals in 
Education from January 1966 through June 1982 was conducted, 
under the headings of teacher education, inservice teacher 
education, collaborative and cooperative identifiers. 
Bound volumes with the Library of Congress classification 
for inservice LB-1731 that were available at Western Caro-
lina University's library were searched. Also accomplished 
was a computer search through ERIC from January 1966 to 
June 1982 for related literature under the headings of 
teacher education, teacher certification, inservice teach-
er education, recertification, collaborative cooperative 
programs, cooperative education, educational cooperative, 
and institutional cooperation. This yielded 355 possible 
sources. 
The next procedure focused on identifying collaborative 
programs for teacher professional development which involves 
local school districts, higher education, and state depart-
ments of public instruction. This was done by conducting 
an additional ERIC search under the heading "collaborative" 
programs for teacher professional development which involv-
ed local school districts, higher education, and state de-
partments of public instruction. This yielded seventeen 
possible programs. In order to accomplish this procedure 
the researcher wrote several nationally known people in the 
area of collaborative programs to seek information relating 
to successful components of collaborative programs. The 
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persons contacted were also asked to identify those programs 
involving the aforementioned three agencies which they con-
sidered successful. 
The next procedure focused on the identification of 
common criteria found in existing multi-agency collaborative 
programs for teacher professional development. Thereupon, 
based on the data collected, a collaborative plan for multi-
agency teacher professional development was developed. The 
' researcher submitted the collaborative plan to leading au-
thorities in the field of teacher professional development 
for their reaction. 
15 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF COLLABORATIVE INSERVICE PROGRAMS 
The public's outcry for improved schools puts pressure 
on state departments of public instruction, teacher train-
ing institutions, and local school systems to examine 
teacher training methods. 
The taxpaying public, its nerves rubbed raw 
by the steep decline in educational standards 
during the last decade, is suddenly belliger-
ent--no longer willing to support lax school 
performance. 
The message is clear: Americans want the 46 
million students enrolling this fall to get 
better value in return for a record 80 billion 
dollars in public-school funds budgeted for 
1979-80. 
Parents are demanding a wide range of changes--
from tests
1
of teacher competency to better 
textbooks. 
Our public schools are under siege, yet we probably have 
the best-educated and best-trained educators in our coun-
try's history. 
Schools are caught in a web of conflicting demands: 
"back-to-basics," pluralistic/holistic education, alter-
native schooling, voucher systems, accountability, etc .. 
Classroom teachers and administrators point to the need 
for effective inservice programs for educators as the means 
to combat decreasing public confidence in the quality of 
our teachers. 
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Much of the problem with public schools stems from the 
fact that schools are being asked to educate children with 
a wide variety of backgrounds, languages, abilities, social 
adjustments, and talents. These new and more exacting de-
mands make it impractical for school districts, institu-
tions of higher education, and state departments of public 
instruction to work independently of one another. 
However, some collaborative inservice programs do 
exist, with the common characteristic of having three agen-
cies--a state department of public instruction, a local 
school district, and an institution of higher education--
working jointly for teacher professional development. 
An ERIC search to discover collaborative inservice pro-
grams involving the three aforementioned agencies yielded 
only three programs with this common criterion. Upon re-
quest, the National Council of States sent Professional 
Development Sources and Resources, an annotated bibliography 
on inservice education published in 1979. No new programs 
were found therein. Numerous leading authorities in the 
area of teacher inservice were asked to share their knowl-
edge and expertise in the area of collaborative programs 
involving the three aforementioned agencies as well as 
criteria for evaluating collaborative programs. This in-
quiry produced nine responses, only one of which cited a 
program worthy of consideration (and this was a program 
already located by the ERIC search). The other eight 
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respondents were unable to cite programs which fit the 
necessary criterion. 
Altogether, the literature search and the writing to 
experts yielded the following programs for description and 
review: 
1. Auburn University Continuous Professional 
Development Program 
2. Central Arizona Inservice Consortium 
3. The Florida Panhandle Early Childhood 
Consortium 
All the information available concerning these pro-
grams was obtained, and each project director was called 
to gain additional insight. These personal opinions pro-
vided valuable information and understanding for each pro-
gram. 
It was hoped that criteria which are essential for 
the programs' success would emerge from study of each pro-
gram. The three programs to be reviewed are therefore de-
scribed in the following order: 
1. Membership 
2. Origin and development 
3. Assumptions 
4. Objectives 
5. Finance 
6. Governance 
7. Activities and services 
8. Evaluation 
Hembership 
Auburn University Continuous 
Pro:re'Ss.ional Development Program 
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The Continuous Professional Development Program (CPDP) 
cooperative consortium is composed of the Alabama State 
Department of Education, the Auburn University School of 
Education, and ten public school districts. 2 
Origin and Development 
Originally entitled "The First-Year Teacher and System-
wide Professional Development Program" the Continuous Pro-
fessional Development Program (CPDP) had its origin in a 
series of significant resolutions on the improvement of 
teaching adopted by the Alabama State Board of Education 
on January 25, 1972. The CPDP was one of two pilot efforts 
designed specifically to carry out the intent of the reso-
lutions to improve the quality of teacher education in 
Alabama. 3 
In August of 1973, a pilot teacher-education consortium 
centered at Auburn University was formed and funded after 
the submission of a program proposal by the School of Edu-
cation at Auburn University to the State Department of Edu-
cation. In the fall of 1973 representatives of the Auburn 
University School of Education, ten public school districts, 
and the Alabama State Department of Education formed a con-
sortium to establish appropriate procedures and engage per-
sonnel to implement State Board resolutions. This group 
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began as a two-year pilot study. 4 Called the First-Year 
Teacher Pilot Program, its major objective, at that time, 
was to assist first-year teachers during the year of tran-
sition from student to professional role. 5 
It soon became obvious that the problems of first-
year teachers could not be dealt with in isolation nor 
could the professional problems of other educators be ig-
' 
nored. During the second year of operation the focus as 
well as the name of the consortium was changed. Subse-
quently, greater emphasis was placed both on inservice for 
all educators including those in their first year, and on 
change and improvement in preservice programs. 6 
The title "Continuous Professional Development Program" 
(CPDP) was adopted and the global purpose of the program 
was conceived as the enhancement of the performance of 
practitioners in education by improving the quality of 
teacher education, both preservice and inservice. 7 
Assumptions 
The content and organizational format of the program 
were based on two fundamental assumptions: 
1. Teacher education should be a continuous 
growth process beginning when the indi-
vidual chooses the profession of educa-
tion as a career and continuing until 
career retirement. · 
2. Responsibility and accountability for 
the continuous development of profes-
sional staff members should be assumed 
jointly and shared equally among local 
school systems, teacher training insti-
tutions, professional organizations, and 
the State Department of Education.8 
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Objectives 
The Continuous Professional Development Program (CPDP) 
evolved from a set of resolutions passed by the Alabama 
State Board of Education on January 25, 1972. The inten-
tion of these resolutions was to improve the quality of ed-
ucation by increasing the competence of educators. Specific 
resolutions called for (1) the improvement of required staff 
development programs for all certified personnel, (2) the 
establishment of competency-based education at the preser-
vice and inservice levels, (3) the improvement of coopera-
tive efforts among educational agencies, (4) the perform-
ance evaluation of graduates of schools of education, (5) 
the establishment of the first year of teaching as an in-
ternship year, and (6) the expansion of research in solving 
problems in education. 9 
During the two pilot years, the major emphasis was 
placed on developing better inservice education programs. 
Four major objectives were delineated for the programs 
first year of operation during 1973-74: 
1. To provide appropriate professional assist-
ance designed to enhance the probability 
of success of first year teachers employed 
in the 10 participating school districts. 
2. To assist the 10 local school systems with 
the design, implementation, and evaluation 
of their staff development plans for all 
professional employees. 
3. To utilize information and knowledge gained 
from program operation to effect improvement 
in the teacher preparation program at Auburn 
University. 
4. To assist the State Department of Edu-
cation with the development of a model 
or models to assist other school systems 
and teacher training institutions in 
Alabama in fulfilling their mutual re-
sponsibilities for staff development pro-
grams.lO 
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Program objectives for 1974-75 specified that the re-
sources and activities of the program "would be directed 
toward the achievement of the following specific objec-
tives: 
1. To make available to first-year teachers 
professional services designed to enhance 
the probability of successful role per-
formance. Specific services to be render-
ed will be determined from an individually 
based diagnostic-prescriptive process con-
ducted cooperatively by designated person-
nel from the LEA, IRE, and SDE. -/( 
2. To assist the LEA's in which first-year 
teachers are employed in planning and imple-
menting system-wide professional development 
programs. Specific assistance to be render-
ed will be determined from the needs as 
identified and requests as submitted by LEA 
personnel having responsibility for staff 
development activities. 
3. To utilize knowledge and information gained 
from the implementation of the total pro-
gram as resources for the improvement of 
the teacher preparation program at Auburn 
University. 
4. To develop and/or assist in the development 
of a viable model or models for assisting 
the State Department of Education, school 
systems, and teacher training institutions 
in Alabama to fulfill successfully their 
responsibilities with respect to first 
year teachers, and preservice and inservice 
staff development."ll 
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The overall major objective of the Continuous Profes-
sional Development Program was the improvement of education 
for students in the public schools of Alabama. 
The program planners listed the following beliefs 
about preservice and inservice teacher education: 
We believe that improving the skills and abili-
ties of educators who work directly with stu-
dents is the most efficient way to accomplish 
this task. 
We also believe that professional development 
of educators is continuous. It begins when 
they enter a teacher education program and 
ends only when they retire from the pr9fession. 
To this end, we seek to improve and unify the 
preservice and inservice aspects of teacher 
education. 
Finally, we believe that preservice and inser-
vice education are the joint responsibility 
of publ{c schools, teacher education institu-
tions, and state departments of education, and 
professional organizations. All agencies should 
share the responsibility for the development of 
professional educators at all levels.l2 
Finance 
During the pilot years 1973-75, the CPDP was support-
ed through financial resources earmarked for implementation 
of staff development programs allocated to the State De-
partment of Education by the Alabama State Legislature. 
Necessary financial resources for program implementa-
tion during the first year were allocated to each partici-
pating school system, the State Department of Education, 
and Auburn University through direct grants. 
In contract to the budgeting procedures for the pro-
gram's first year of operation, during 1974-75, the 
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governing board of the CPDP organized a unified budget in 
which all monies granted to the consortium were pooled and 
were administered by the governing board. 13 This change 
in budgetary procedure was desirable and necessary in order 
to facilitate the implementation of a unified consortium 
staff development program as specified in the program pro-
posal document. 
Auburn University was designated by the Governing 
Board as the fiscal agent for the funded program for 1974-
75. Governance, control, and administration of the con-
sortium's unified budget became major responsibilities of 
CPDP's Governing Board. 14 
Approximate budget lines for each of these two years 
were established: (1) managerial staff, $90,000; (2) field-
based staff, $100,000; (3) operations (includes travel, 
consultant fees, communications, etc.), $150,000; and total, 
$340,000. 15 
During the years 1975-77, the CPDP was supported by 
local funds in cash and inkind from the University and in 
inkind services and personnel from the local school dis-
tricts. The funds were administered by the CPDP govern-
ing board. Since 1977, funding has remained at the same 
level and continues to be administered by Auburn Univer-
. 16 SLty. 
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Governance 
During the CPDP's first year of operation (1973-74), 
the formulation of policies designed to govern and coordi-
nate program efforts and activities was attempted through 
the utilization of four advisory committees as follows: 
Planning and Coordinating Committee composed 
of one representative from each of the partic-
ipating agencies 
Principals' Ad Hoc Committee, composed of one 
principal from each of the 10 participating 
school systems 
First Year Teacher Advisort Council, composed 
of one first-year teacher rom each of the 10 
participating school systems 
Inservice Advisory Committee, composed of one 
representative from each participating school 
system.l7 
A degree of guidance and direction was provided through 
input received from each advisory group during the initial 
year. However, the need for a more effective method of 
decision-making and policy-making became abundantly evi-
dent. 
A collective decision was made by the official repre-
sentatives from the agencies involved in the program to 
alter the governance structure for the second year of 
operation. 
Criteria and purposes for the new governance structure 
included the following: 18 
1. Parity in the consortium's decision-
making process would be implemented 
among the participating agencies. 
2. The governing body would have authority 
to develop policies and make programmatic 
decisions as opposed to functioning in an 
advisory capacity. 
3. Some of the autonomy of each participating 
agency would necessarily yield to the 
newly created governing body. 
4. Composition of the governing body would be 
limited to representatives having autho-
rity to make legal commitments and agree-
ments for the agencies participating in 
the consortium program. 
5. The participating agencies must ratify 
the by-laws by which the governing body 
must function. 
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The Governing Board of the CPDP established for 1974-
75 and continuing to date was composed of the following 
personnel: the Superintendent from each of the ten par-
ticipating school districts, the Dean of the School of 
Educatior1 at Auburn University, the State Superintendent 
of Education, and an Executive Secretary (Ex-Officio 
Member) who functions as the program's administrative 
officer under the policy direction of the board. It is a 
one-man, one-vote board. 
To carry out the total responsibilities of program ad-
ministration, coordination, and research for the 1974-75 
year, the consortium's staff, headquartered at Auburn Uni-
versity, consisted of the Executive Secretary, a Program 
Coordinator, a Director of Research, two Research Assis-
tants (part-time) and a combination Secretary-Bookkeeper. 19 
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Each year the Governing Board designs and approves a 
line-item budget for the consortium with Auburn University 
appointed as fiscal agent. The board also appoints an 
Executive Secretary who is responsible for implementation 
and administration of the Board's policies, programs, and 
budget. The office of the Executive Secretary is the fis-
cal point for coordination of inservice activities, re-
search, data collection, and communication among agencies. 
Policies of the Continuous Professional Development 
Program (CPDP) are determined by its Governing Board. The 
outstanding feature of this Board is that there is parity 
20 in decision-making--one person, one vote. 
Because the representation of the three agencies on 
the governing board is unequal, and the functions assumed 
by university personnel are numerous, the researcher ques-
tions whether true parity really exists. 
Activities and Services 
Activities and services of the CPDP are as varied as 
the professional needs of its participants. Since October, 
1973, the agencies through cooperative e~forts have 
assessed preservice and inservice needs they have develop-
ed, field-tested and implemented new programs, and have 
evaluated the practical and perceptive aspects of these 
21 programs. 
As an outcome of these efforts, programs now include 
(1) new, diversified, extended, and more practical 
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laboratory and field experiences for undergraduate students 
in education; (2) inservice activities which are partici-
patory workshops; (2) additional training experiences in 
the teaching of reading at the elementary and secondary 
levels; (4) greater emphasis on preservice and inservice 
training in implementing diagnostic and prescriptive teach-
ing, including additional experiences in development of 
teacher-made materials, use of humanistic classroom man-
agernent, and use of a variety of techniques for evaluation 
of learning and instruction; (5) movement toward competency-
based programs at the preservice, graduate, and inservice 
levels; and (6) greater emphasis on human relations 
skills. 32 
Professional judgements rendered at the conclusion of 
the first year's operation of the CPDP reinforced the con-
tention that the initiation of improvements in education 
at the local level must originate in the local school sys-
tems. Further, the judgements emphasized the need for 
more effective ways and means of coordinating the resources 
and contributions of the three autonomous agencies involv-
ed in the cooperative CPDP venture. 
Consequently, ten field program coordinators, one for 
each of the participating public school systems, were em-
ployed by the Governing Board and assigned to work full 
time with staff development activities in their respective 
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school systems. The field program coordinators were joint 
appointees of Auburn Univeristy and the local school sys-
tems.23 
During the two pilot years, major emphasis was placed 
on developing better inservice education programs. In 
order to accomplish this goal, a survey of needs of public 
school personnel was conducted. Participants included 
public school teachers and administrators as well as uni-
versity and State Department of Education personnel. Based 
on these needs, professional development programs were ini-
tiated at the individual, school, system, and consortium 
levels. Activities included in the ongoing inservice pro-
grams take the form of participatory workshops designed 
specifically to meet the professional objectives of the 
personnel involved. A teacher center for improving skills 
in the individualization of instruction was also developed 
for use by the CPDP educators. Management, coordination, 
and updating of surveys were handled through the central 
office staff of the CPDP. In 1976, a jointly funded and 
operated media center was undertaken as part of the con-
sortium. 
Inservice activities were usually practical workshop 
experiences developed to meet the objectives stated by 
participants. Workshops were designed to include partici-
pants from only one school or district or expanded to in-
clude persons from several districts if common interests 
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and objectives were expressed. 
Emphasis was placed on participatory activities such 
as "teachers helping teachers." Thus, consultants were 
drawn from all agencies involved including the public 
schools. When desirable, consultants from outside the con-
sortium were employed. 
Public school and State Department personnel assisted 
the University by providing information concerning needed 
changes in the preservice programs. The State Department 
of Education also used information from the other agencies 
in CPDP relative to certification and program approval 
changes. 24 
It appeared to the researcher that Auburn University 
and the local school districts carried out the program and 
services with little input from the State Department of 
Education. 
Evaluation 
Since 1973, the CPDP has accomplished several basic 
goals: 
1. The governing board, unified budget, and opera-
tional concepts have proved to be workable as well as de-
sirable. 
2. Cooperatively planned and implemented staff de-
velopment programs have been and are being conducted in 
and across the ten local school districts. These programs 
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are based on expressed needs of teachers and are usually 
skill-oriented workshops that provide actual experience 
that will improve competence in the areas of need. Con-
sultants for th~se workshops have been drawn mainly from 
the consortium--State Department of Education personnel, 
University faculty, public school teachers and administra-
tors--but consultants from agencies outside the consortium 
membership have been employed when needed. 
3. CPDP information relative to changes needed in 
the teacher preparation program at Auburn University has 
been synthesized, and indicated changes are being imple-
mented. Major changes thus far in the program have involv-
ed increased emphasis on competencies in the areas of read-
ing, teacher-made materials, media, legal responsibilities 
of educators, human relations skills, classroom management, 
and evaluation skills. Many of these changes are being 
implemented not only in the classroom but also in the in-
creased and more diversified field laboratory situations. 
4. The State Department of Education has begun re-
vising program approval procedures and certification re-
quirements. These revisions are generally based on the 
development and findings of the CPDP. 
5. Development of procedures for formative and sum-
mative evaluation of teacher-education students and follow-
up evaluation of graduates is under way. 
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6. Research in the a.reas of problem identification 
and solution at all levels of teacher education has become 
more systematic. 
7. The necessary components for an adaptable model 
that can be employed in other situations to establish co-
operative, continuous professional development programs 
have been developed. 
8. Cooperative media and purchasing systems are be-
coming operational. 
9. An inservice teacher center and a preservice 
teacher center hav~ been developed and implemented. 
10. A new middle-school program is being cooperatively 
developed using CPDP resources. 
One outgrowth of improved inservice has been the 
heavy, active participation of Auburn University faculty 
onsite in the public school districts. Another outcome 
was the joint definition of needed improvements in Auburn 
University's preservice training program. These two fac-
tors have led to a second major impact: that of extensive 
program revisions in the School of Education during the 
first two years of the CPDP's operation. Changes current-
ly operational include additional offerings in (1) teach-
ing of reading at both the elementary and secondary levels, 
(2) development of teacher-made materials, (2) use of media 
as an instructional aid, (4) humanistic techniques of 
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classroom management, (5) techniques of cognitive and af-
fective evaluation of learning and instruction, and (6) 
practice in human relations skills. 
After validating the appropriateness and practicality 
of the teacher center for improving individualized instruc-
tion with public school educators, the center was modified 
for use in the undergraduate training program. It was 
used experimentally with selected groups of students, re-
vised again, and is currently used as a training experience 
for all undergraduate students in the basic educational 
25 psychology course. 
Other improvements tied to CPDP and currently being 
used in the School of Education include additional module 
experiences for both elementary and secondary education 
majors and the revised, expanded, and diversified field 
experiences. In this latter effort the ten public school 
districts were instrumental in providing guidance and as-
sistance in development of the program. 
Another innovation under way is the development of a 
special middle-school program which utilizes the personnel 
and facilities of both Auburn University and one of the 
public school districts of the CPDP. 
A third area of impact was the improvement of rela-
tionships among the three agencies involved. Not only is 
the CPDP a truly cooperative, parity-bc:.s~d. operation but 
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its members are constantly expanding their involvement and 
mutually dependent responsibilities. Currently under way 
is ~ jointly funded and operated media center. 
The last currently known impact of the CPDP is at the 
state level. Data gained through the CPDP operation are 
being utilized in the revision of state certification and 
program approval requirements. Furthermore, eight addi-
tional consortia for Right to Read have been established 
in Alabama using the CPDP as their basic organizational 
model. It is expected (and supported by the State Superin-
tendent) that the CPDP model will become the inservice/ 
preservice model for the state in the near future. 26 At 
the time of this writing, however, this was not the case. 
The only attempt at formal evaluation of the Contin-
uous Professional Development Program was conducted prior 
to 1976 and is presented in full below. 27 
Data collected relative to the affective impact of 
the CPDP indicate the following: 
Inservice (state-wide comparative survey using a 
random sample of 2400 educators): 
1. Teachers from inside the consortium have 
a more favorable attitude about attend-
ing inservice than do teachers from out-
side (p=0.02). 
2. More teachers from inside the consortium 
feel that the objectives of their inser-
vice programs are specific than do teach-
ers from outside (p=O.OS). 
3. More teachers from inside the consortium 
feel that their inservice programs are 
relevant to felt needs of teachers than 
do teachers from outside (p=O.OOOl). 
4. More teachers from inside the consortium 
feel that their inservice programs are 
well planned than do teachers from out-
side (p+0.002). 
5. More teachers from inside the consortium 
feel that follow-up of inservice activi-
ties is adequate than do teachers from 
outside (p=O.OOOl). 
6. Teachers from inside the consortium feel 
that inservice programs arise from stud-
ies of teachers' needs and problems more 
often than do teachers from outside 
(p=::O.OOOl). 
7. More teachers from inside the consortium 
feel that orientation activities for new 
classroom teachers are adequate than do 
teachers from outside (p=O.OOOl). 
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Preservice (includes perceptions of students who have 
participated in both "old" and "new" course work in educa-
tion): 
1. I prefer new experiences to "regular" 
classes (yes= 90%). 
2. I feel the new experiences are more 
practical than "regular" classes (yes = 
93%). 
3. I feel I learn more in the new experi-
ences than I did in "regular" classes 
(yes = 89%) . 
4. I want to participate in more new ex-
periences (yes= 90%). 
5. I would like to teach as I am being 
taught in these new experiences (yes = 
93%). 
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Responses of faculty currently i~volved in teaching 
courses including center experiences, modules, etc. are as 
enthusiastic as the students involved. Faculty have also 
expressed enthusiastic support of University participation 
in inservice activities. They approve of a two-fold task--
teaching inservice teachers new skills and refreshing their 
own knowledge about the current scene in public education 
as an aid to improvement of their University offerings. 
State Department of Education approval and enthusiasm 
are evidenced by their participation in the CPDP, their use 
of CPDP findings in certification and program approval re-
visions, and their adoption of the CPDP model for other 
consortia across the state. 
In talking with Dr. Alan D. Cleveland, Coordinator of 
Education Extension at Auburn University, the researcher 
found that there has been no formal evaluation since the 
aforementioned. When Dr. Cleveland was asked how he knew 
the program was succeeding, he replied that the program 
has continued to be funded for ten years and that should 
be the best measure of success. In its ten years, the 
CPDP has not expanded to include any more school districts. 
The researcher questions whether the evaluation re-
sults signify the program to be a success, because of the 
very low level of significance of the data presented. 
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Central Arizona Inservice Consortium 
Membership 
The Central Arizona Inservice Consortium (INSERV) is 
composed of the Arizona Education Association, the Arizona 
State Department of Education, the College of Education at 
Arizona State University and nine school districts as fol-
lows: 
Chandler Unified School District 
Kyrene Elementary District 
Madison Elementary District 
Phoenix Elementary District 
Phoenix Union High School District 
Tempe Union High School District 
Washington Elementary District 
Roosevelt Elementary School District 
Paradise Valley Unified School District 
Origin and Development 
The Teacher Corps project and the staff of the College 
of Education at Arizona State University during the 1977-78 
school year explored ways to develop a more collaborative 
approach to inservice education. A two-day workshop involv-
ing the above-named school districts, the Arizona State De-
partment of Education, the Arizona Education Association 
and Arizona State University was held in the summer of 
1978 to explore this concept. The "Interim Council for 
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Inservice Education" was a major outgrowth of this work-
shop. 
The Interim Council worked during the fall of 1978 to 
specify the governance and purpose for a permanent organi-
zation. By-laws were written and in January of 1979, the 
members of the workshop became the charter members of 
INSERV. 
During the 1979-80 school year, Roosevelt Elementary 
School District and Paradise Valley Unified School District 
joined the consortium bringing the total number of local 
districts to nine. 28 
Assumptions 
Functioning under the acronym INSERV, the Central 
Arizona Inservice Consortium is dedicated to addressing 
the following propositions: 
1. Educators, whether technicians, skilled crafts-
persons, artists: innovators or theorists, have univer-
sally recognized the importance of inservice activities 
as an integral part of their professional responsibilities. 
2. Improving education is inherently related to im-
proving personnel. The preservice preparation is both 
general and specific in nature. The amount and complexity 
of this material, coupled with the difficulties of estab-
lishing the many dimensions of the professional role of 
the educator, make it virtually impossible to acquire 
adequate skills in preservice teacher education as it is 
presently structured. 
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3. In today's complex society, the varieties of 
knowledge and skills to function effectively in different 
areas have established the need for a shift in inservice 
education from a concept built around professional compe-
tence to one of continuous professional development. 
4. The need for collaboration and sharing among the 
College of Education, school districts, the State Depart-
ment of Education, and professional education associations 
is evident. The combined efforts of all facets of the 
educational enterprise must be channeled toward developing 
more effective techniques and skills and toward profession-
al development of all personnel. The shared approach can 
result in better professional knowledge and research, in 
improved educatio~al opportunities for all learners and in 
greater unity among all those who share society's number-
one task--education of all citizens. Each of the partners 
has unique insights and unique contributions to make and 
likewise share specifically in the results attained. 
The facilitation of collaborative relationships be-
tween agencies and institutions involved in teacher train-
ing is seen as a step resulting in improved teacher-
training strategies. Working collaboratively with school, 
university, and community personnel, the institutions in-
volved are likely to build training programs more 
responsive to local needs and to develop materials and 
techniques which will improve the performance of both 
teacher and child. 29 
Objectives 
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INSERV has functioned since 1979 as a formal organi-
zation dedicated to promoting improved inservice activities 
among members . 
The consortium determined five areas as appropriate 
for programs. Objectives were written for each area and an 
activity plan to achieve the objectives was outlined. The 
following are the five function areas and goals, the objec-
tives for each function area, and the activity plan for 
1980-81 developed to achieve these objectives. 
1. Clearinghouse. INSERV will function as a 
clearinghouse for professional development 
issues, information, and programs among 
members: 
-Continue Inserv-Info, the newsletter 
and official communications vehicle 
for the organization. 
-Establish a communications network to 
and from the Executive Committee and 
the administration and teachers of the 
districts. 
-Establish a professional hotline ser-
vice for referral on inservice needs. 
-Co-sponsor informational workshops on 
state-mandated educational topics. 
-Develop information packets regarding 
four mandated educational topics for 
distribution to both members and non-
members in the educational community. 
2. Coordination of In.service Efforts. INSERV 
will serve as a vehicle for collaboration 
of professional development among its mem-
bers. 
-Develop a process for identifying educa-
tional issues and needs of districts. 
-Share needs identified by districts for 
possible coordinated efforts. 
-Coordinate with the professional develop-
ment programs of each member to make 
significant programs of information avail-
able to all members. 
-Explore ways to assist the continuation of 
the State Department of Education's consul-
tant cadre effort within the INSERV member 
districts. 
-Coordinate with staff development compo-
nents of both the State Title IV proposal 
and the Special Education plan. 
-Develop other ways to share resources. 
3. Inservice Programs. INSERV will sponsor pro-
grams of inservice at the administrative level 
for the managers and coordinators of teacher 
inservice education. These programs will be 
aimed at assisting in reforming and improving 
present practices in the planning and deliv-
ery of teacher inservice education. 
-Plan and provide a program for the ad~inis­
trative level within the membership. 
4. Development. INSERV will focus on three 
organizational areas: legitimization of 
INSERV, internal management, and fund pro-
curement. 
-Seek legitimizing and sponsoring INSERV 
by the districts. 
-Develop the staffing and Council members 
needed. 
-Seek additional funding for consortium 
needs. 
5. Evaluation. INSERV will develop and conduct 
evaluation and assessment of the progress and 
attainment of INSERV goals. 
-Develop evaluations for all INSERV work-
shops or other sponsored activities. 
-Develop criteria for revie-w.!.:,;,g inservice 
activities submitted for INSERV approval. 
-Develop process for monitoring the pr~0 gress and attainment of INSERV goals. 
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Finance 
Funding is limited at present and is an issue to be 
dealt with in the near future. Each district contributes 
$60 for operations as v7ell as researcher-release time to 
attend meetings, workshops, and to consult with others. 31 
Both Arizona State University and the State Department of 
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Education have contributed duplication and consultant ser-
vices as well as time of their staff. The College of Edu-
cation and now the Teacher Corps project have funded the 
salary of the Executive Director. Each member has demon-
strated willingness to be creative in finding inkind areas 
of contribution when needs existed. This has been suffi-
cient to the present date; however, more ambitious projects 
will probably require increased funding. The consortium 
plans to apply for outside funding as well as internal. 
Governance 
The Central Arizona Inservice Consortium has developed 
a set of by-laws and is formally governed by these through 
an intergovernmental agreement approved by all member insti-
tutions. Two governing bodies have responsibility for the 
goals and activities of INSERV. 
The representative body, called the INSERV Council, is 
composed of thirty-one representatives: two representatives 
from each school district (one teacher, one administrator), 
two representatives from the Arizona Education Association, 
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two representatives from the Arizona Department of Education, 
d . . f A . S U . . 32 an n~ne representat~ves rom r~zona tate n~vers~ty. 
The Council has overall governance responsibility and 
meets formally twice a year. From this body is drawn the 
Executive Committee, composed of one representative from 
each school district keeping a balance of administrator 
representatives and teacher representatives, one representa-
tive from the Arizona Education Association, one representa-
tive from the Arizona Department of Education, and three 
representatives from Arizona State University. 
The Executive Committee is the active working and 
decision-making body of the consortium. It meets monthly 
throughout the school year and directs the work of any ad 
hoc committees. Currently five committees are working on 
each function area. Membership for these committees is 
drawn from the larger council group to encourage more active 
participation and also to utilize this resource. 33 
Activities and Services 
Many INSERV activities and services are outlined in 
the above-listed function areas and goals. Much of the 
efforts of the Executive Committee centered around develop-
ing the goals and defining the staff development issues 
that INSERV would concern itself with. Their efforts were 
important in that this representative group became committed 
to the goals. However, beyond a certain point their dis-
cussions became nonproductive until members could translate 
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the broad goals into specific activities to implement. 
Since the potential range of activities for the con-
sortium was enormous, it was difficult to select the most 
productive or worthwhile activities for INSERV to become 
involved. A helpful guide was to consider any given activ-
ity in view of a few guiding principles expressed as fol-
lows: 
1. We are seeking methods for improving 
inservice education both through increased 
coordination and through improved delivery 
systems. 
2. We are very aware that effective staff de-
velopment has a big impact on overall im-
provement of schools. 
3. We will work from the base of what is 
known about effective inservice (princi-
ples) and have that guide us in all our 
activities. 34 
In its first year (1978-79) INSERV wrote and accepted 
by-laws, organized and appointed standing committees, and 
held four workshops. In 1979-80 the newsletter and official 
communications vehicle of the consortium INSERV-INFO began 
monthly publication. A consortium-wide needs assessment 
project was collected and conducted along with numerous in-
service programs. INSERV was the prime sponsor of two 
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meetings in which more than 250 teachers and administrators 
participated. 
The Central Arizona Inservice Consortium made the fol-
lowing recommendations for others interested in a collabo-
rative approach to inservice education. 
-An executive director or some other arrange-
ment for staff time and leadership should be 
formally provided. 
-Time should be spent to determine the goals 
of the consortium, and what its members 
really want out of it. 
-The goals of the consortium must be derived 
by the core representative group, reflecting 
the fact that the process of developing the 
goals is just as significant as the goals 
that are developed. 
-Clear objectives and specific activities 
should be written based on the goals. People 
have trouble grasping the concept of a net-
work unless they have activities that they can 
link to it. 
-A good communications network to the key 
decision-makers within each member institution 
should be established, as their understanding 
and support are vital. 
-Key decision-makers in each institution should 
be educated to the program goals and kept in-
formed of their progress. 
-Services of the network that benefit members 
should be established. Good response to re-
quests for internal funding can be built in 
this way. 
-Some temporary funding support bas·e should 
be sought until the credibility and productive-
ness of the consortium can be established.35 
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Evaluation 
There is no formal evaluation on the INSERV consortium. 
One of the five function areas of the program is evaluation, 
and, according to Dr. Lester Snyder of Arizona State Univer-
sity, evaluative criteria is currently being developed. 
The information on this consortium is limited at this 
writing. However, the researcher believes that this program 
merits future study by anyone considering a consortium as 
a means of improving teacher professional development. 
Membership 
Florida Panhandle Early Childhood 
Education Consortium 
The Florida Panhandle Early Childhood Education Con-
sortium includes the following members: 
The University of West Florida 
Florida State University 
Florida A & M University 
Bay County Teacher Education Cent2r 
Okaloosa County Teacher Education Center 
Panhandle Area Educational Cooperative Teacher 
Education Center (Jackson, Holmes, Washing-
ton, Liberty and Gulf County Discricts) 
Escambia County School District 
Santa Rosa County School District 
Florida Department of Education36 
Origin and Development 
The program was initiated in 1970 when the early child-
hood faculty at the University of West Florida hosted 
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a regional meeting of selected early-childhood educators 
representing day care, public, and private schools. At 
that conference an organization known as the West Florida 
Council of Early Childhood Educators was formed to exchange 
information and ideas that would enhance educational op-
portunities for young children and their teachers. Con-· 
tinuous interaction among representatives of multiple in-
stitutions initiated and sustained collaborative efforts. 
During the five-year period of this organization's 
existence (1970-1975), considerable time was devoted to 
keeping abreast of state efforts to improve the quality of 
young children's educational opportunities. This group 
responded when the Florida Legislature mandated that teach-
ers of young children have inservice training in (a) 
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching in mathematics and lan-
guage and (b) working with teacher aides, paraprofession-
als, and volunteers in classroom (Public Education Act of 
1975). 37 Also, the Florida Board of Regents required that 
universities allocate increased resources to inservice 
education. 
As a direct result of regional meetings, an agreement 
to collaborate in the development of early-childhood educa-
tion inservice programs was reached in 1976. 
The Florida Panhandle Early Childhood Education Con-
sortium provided the umbrella for two groups within the 
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consortium--i.e., a Steering Committee made up of Teacher 
Center Directors, inservice directors, and university 
representatives, and a task force made up of early-childhood 
educators from each participating district and university. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions concerning professional de-
velopment were made by the Panhandle Consortium: 
1. Teachers, while unique individuals, share 
common professional needs and interests. 
2. Teachers need experiences which enable 
them to extend understandings of and 
actions on theories to which they sub-
scribe. 
3. Teachers perceive relevance in inservice 
education when it is directly related to 
their professional responsibilities in 
the classroom. 
4. Teacher learning is positive when there 
is a professional support system which 
contains growth expectations individually 
modified in process and rate. 
5. Teachers must learn at their present level 
of development. 
6. Teachers construct their own meanings from 
their experiences. 
7. Teachers' concerns provide a natural entry 
point into their professional development. 
8. Teachers who make decisions concerning the 
content and the procedures they use partici-
f 11 . h 38 pate more u y ~n t e process. 
Objectives and Goals 
The Consortium body set for its own direction the 
following general objectives: 
1. Address the requirements for inservice 
education as set forth in the Early Child-
hood section of the Florida Public Educa-
tion Act of 1975. 
2. Create long-term alliances among those 
agencies and institutions which hold vested 
interest in the inservice education of teach-
ers in order to maximize the efforts of each 
through pooling of monies, facilities, and 
human resources. 
3. Provide a vehicle through which teacher 
preparation is implemented as a consortium 
of experiences which are initiated at the 
preservice level and extended through the 
provision of effective inservice education. 
4. Develop a framework within which agency and 
institutional representatives who hold diver-
gent responsibilities collaborate fully in 
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Finance 
the development of an inservice, field-
based plan for certification in early-
childhood education. 39 
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Monies available for budgetary purposes were accrued 
through the Teacher Education Center funding formula of the 
Florida Department of Education, except for those monies 
coming from the two individual school districts. 40 
Source 
Okaloosa County Teacher Educa-
tion Center -- 20 days of UWF 
faculty involvement valued @ 
Bay County Teacher Education 
Center--20 days of UWF faculty 
involvement valued @ 
P.A.E.C. Teacher Education 
Center--20 days of F.S.U./ 
F.A.M.U. faculty involvement 
valued @ 
Escambia County School District 
Santa Rosa County School 
District 
Total Budget 
Governance 
Value or Amount 
$ 3,650.00 
3,650.00 
4,400.00 
2,500.00 
2,500.00 
$16,700.00 
The Florida Panhandle Early-Childhood Education Con-
sortium was composed of two groups within the consortium: 
(a) a Steering Committee made up of Teacher Center Direc-
tors, inservice directors, and university representatives, 
and (b) a 15-member Study Wc~k Task Force. The Steering 
Committee assumed the following responsibilities: 41 
1. Identification of personnel who were 
knowledgeable in the field of early-
childhood education and who would serve 
as task force leaders and liaison per-
sons with school districts. 
2. Determination of the means to meet the 
time and financial obligations for con-
sortium activities. 
3. Delineated specific district needs and 
translation of those needs into a set of 
changes to guide the efforts of the Task 
Force. 
4. Provision of direction and logistical 
support for the Consortium. 
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The work of the ten-member Steering Committee, coord-
inated through the Teacher Education Center office of the 
University of West Florida, addressed its charges and ac-
complished each of them through shared decision-making. 42 
The researcher found it noteworthy that although the 
Florida Department of Education was a member of the con-
sortium it had no representative on the Steering Committee. 
A 15-member Study Work Task Force (SWTF) was made up 
of early-childhood educators from each participating 
district and university. This body was responsible for 
fulfilling the charges developed by the Steering Committee. 
The work of the task force developed in a three-phase se-
quenc~: (a) sharing information concerning inservice 
plans that counties had mounted through individual inser-
vice programs; (b) identifying and selecting core compe-
tencies in each of the three inservice need areas desig-
nated in the law; and (c) writing inservice components 
designed to develop the competencies selected. 43 
Activities and Services 
The work of the task force was divided into four 
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phases, each phase representing one year of the project. 
Phase I involved the identification of competencies needed 
by K-3 teachers in the following areas: 
1. Diagnostic and prescriptive teaching in 
mathematics, 
2. Diagnostic and prescriptive teaching in 
language arts, 
3. Utilization of aides, paraprofessionals, 
and volunteers in the classroom. 44 
The Task Force then translated the competencies into 
suggested inservice components. Directed toward inclusion 
of major aspects of the three areas, the 58 in.service com-
ponents were designed in the following manner: 
1. Area of instruction 
2. Name of component 
3. Length of component 
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4. Competency target 
5. Competency 
6. General Objective 
7. Specific Ojbective 
8. Description of component 
9. Evaluation of competency 
10. Resources 45 
(See Appendix D for sample component.) 
Phase II of the project involved the initiation of the 
delivery of the inservice components which were designed in 
Phase I of the collaborative effort. While not all the 58 
components were delivered, many were used in toto through-
out the Panhandle. Segments of one or more components, in 
some instances, were used in order to meet the needs of 
the participants, which was the intent of the Study Task 
Force from the beginning. 46 
Consultants from universities and local school dis-
tricts were used in the implementation of components. An 
attempt was made to match the consultant and the component 
in order to provide the participants with the best knowl-
edge and skill. 
SWTF was provided with the evaluations from the par-
ticipauts and the consultants and facilitators of each 
component delivered. Participants rated the components on 
a scale of poor, fair, good, or excellent. A study of the 
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evaluations shows the majority of the components rated on 
the good/excellent side of the scale. Such ratings indi-
cate that the participating teachers felt their needs were 
being met. 
Each consultant was given an opportunity to respond 
to a questionnaire evaluation instrument. The evaluations 
were designed to provide evidence from each consultant 
about the effectiveness of the role established for the 
consultant, the usefulness of the organization of the com-
ponent, the attitudes of the participants toward the activ-
ity, and the follow-up on the job. 
Phase III involved the process of establishing a field-
based certification project for K-3 teachers who were al-
ready certified to teach in Florida's public schools. Two 
counties, Okaloosa and Bay, chose to participate in the 
field-base certification program during the first year. 47 
The project was also competency-based in that a set of ten 
competencies were utilized as performance criteria. 
The field-based certification project was conceived as 
a four-stage process: Preassessment, Instruction, Evalua-
tion, and Certification. 48 The first three phases were the 
cyclical components of the program. Each participant re-
peated the three phases as often as necessary in the de-
velopment and demonstration of competence. 
Preassessment. During preassessment the teacher-made 
estimates of personal competence in each of the ten 
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competency areas designated by SWTF. Each teacher made 
decisions concerning where and how her work would begin. 
It was assumed that beginning points for individuals would 
differ, that growth rates would vary, and that progress 
toward certification recommendations would differ. It 
was also assumed that competency profiles at the time of 
recommendation would not be identical, and that certain 
teachers would already possess competence in each of ten 
areas; therefore, the demonstration of competence could 
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The Instructional Phase. The instructional phase was 
a time when all resources available to the participant 
through course offerings, special meetings, and workshops 
scheduled for inservice education were tapped. Addition-
ally, workshops and/or seminars, individual study, and one-
to-one interaction with SWTF enabled the teacher to focus 
on the development of knowledge and skill related to the 
competencies. However, the individual participant's self-
study was regarded as the most critical aspect of the in-
structional phase. 50 
The seminars were developed to meet specialized needs 
of participants as those needs were identified by partici-
pants or faculty. The location, duration, and time sched-
uling of meetings were determined by mutual agreement of 
participants. 
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The Evaluation Process. Evaluation teams utilized a 
Portfolio/Profile process in order to determine plans of 
work for participants and ultimately to recommend individ-
uals for certification. 51 
The first evaluation team meeting 'tvas called by the 
teacher when she had collected evidence to verify compe-
tence in one or more of the ten areas. Team meetings were 
held as often as necessary for the purpose of evaluating 
the individual participant's collected data. Each team 
was made up of three members (minimum) to five members 
(maximum). Composition of the teams included the teacher, 
h . . f 1 b d h f 1 . 52 t e un~vers~ty acu ty mem er, an t e acu ty assoc~ate. 
Options were open for the teacher to select the principal 
of the school, an Okaloosa County Supervisor, or a peer. 53 
The determination of when to call an evaluation team meet-
ing was at the discretion of the teacher with counsel from 
the faculty members assigned to her. 
Evaluation team meetings were chaired by the univer-
sity faculty member. The teacher assumed the leadership 
role in presenting and documenting their evidence. The 
total team assumed responsibility in raising issues, valu-
ing and projecting a plan of action. 
Certification. The evaluation team recommended certi-
fication to the University of West Florida faculty member 
who was a member of the team by presenting evidence to the 
Chairman of the Department of Studies in Education, 
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including both individual participant projections for fur-
ther work and a profile of the participant. Each evalua-
tion team member then signed the recommendation for certi-
fication. 54 
The Faculty. The Certification Project Faculty was 
made up of university faculty and faculty associates from 
the Okaloosa County School District, whose functions were 
to conduct general meetings as needed; to plan and conduct 
small-group seminars or workshops as similar needs of par-
ticipants were identified; to serve as resource persons 
during individual interaction with teachers; to plan and 
recommend specific activities to teachers; to observe in 
classrooms as a means of verification of competencies; to 
serve as members of evaluation teams to review evidence 
presented by teachers; to serve on evaluation teams in the 
recommendation of teachers for certification. 55 
Teacher responsibilities were to assess personal com-
petencies utilizing ten identified competency areas, to 
collect evidence to support the presence of each competency, 
to request assistance from faculty as needed, to implement 
plans of work as agreed upon by evaluation team, and to 
call evaluation team meetings for review of evidence. 
Phase IV of the program involved the continuation of 
the Portfolio Approach for Teacher Certification in Okaloosa 
and Bay Counties and expansion to other consortium members. 
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The report stated that 80 teachers have completed the pro-
gram in Northwest Florida. 56 
The researcher contacted Dr. Gordon Eade, the Project 
Director by phone to discuss the project. Dr. Eade stated 
that the project was never funded at the level which he 
felt was needed, although each participating group allo-
cated resources and time. He also stated that the Florida 
Department of Public Instruction was really only involved 
in reviewing the content of the proposal and doing con-
sulting work when asked. 
Evaluation 
To document the effectiveness of the collaborative 
effort two types of data were considered: (a) the atti-
tudes and the processes which enabled the consortium to 
move through the stage of cooperation into full collabora-
tion, and (b) the products or results which may be attrib-
uted to the collaborative effort. 57 
The university faculty collected actual comments of 
participants regarding the program. Comments, when appro-
priate, were utilized to revise program procedures. Posi-
tive comments outweighed negative ones significantly. 
Selected comments follow: 58 
"I became more aware of my importance as 
a teacher." 
"I learned to use record keeping as a 
teaching tool." 
"I became more knowledgeable about growth 
and development of children and the use 
of materials." 
"I became much more confident that I was 
doing a good job." 
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Negative comments related primarily to feelings of 
insecurity concerning getting started with the process and 
how best to document competence. 
A follow-up survey was also utilized. In September 
1981 after 80 teachers in two districts had completed the 
certification program, 46% responded to a program evalua-
tion. Of those responding, 86.5% judged that the program 
had been "very" beneficial to them as classroom teachers. 
Thirteen and one-half percent judged the program as being 
of "some" benefit to them as teachers. No responses were 
reported·for the "little" or "none" categories on the ques-
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t~onna~re. 
In addition, an attempt was made to document whether 
specific instructional objectives were accomplished. (See 
Appendix E). 
Other inferential evidence which suggests program 
effectiveness was the 1979 Special Recognition Award by 
the Florida Association of Teacher Educators. The award 
was for "an innovative and creative prog:ram in teacher edu-
cation." Further, as a result of the decatle's work, the 
Field-Based Early Childhood Certification Program was 
awarded program approval status by the Department of 
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Education Certification Division in May 1980. 60 
Two specific actions within the State of Florida have 
served to place the Portfolio Approach of the field-based 
certification program in a position of prominence as a 
model for the reconstruction of teacher education as a 
dynamic, interactive activity. 
One such action was legislative. The legislative 
action, Florida CSSB 338 entitled Teacher Certification/ 
Supervised Teaching (Chapter 8;-243), added a provision, 
effective July 1, 1982, requiring successful completion of 
f . d h' 61 Th d . one year o superv~se teac ~ng. e secon act~on was 
taken by the Florida State Board of Education in establish-
ing rules for the implementation of the legislation incor-
porating the Portfolio Approach as a central element of the 
Florida Beginning Teacher Program. 62 The description of 
the Portfolio Approach drawn up by the Department of Educa-
tion paralleled the approach which had been developed at 
the University of West Florida. 
Conclusion 
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the three 
collaborative programs found in the literature. These pro-
grams involve a school district, a university, and a state 
department of public instruction working cooperatively to 
improve teacher professional development through inservice. 
The program descriptions yielded several similarities which 
will be explored in Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMMONALITIES OF MULTI-AGENCY COLLABORATIVE PROGRAM 
FOR TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
Teachers, administrators, school board members, and 
college professors need to know what criteria are desirable 
for the development of a collaborative inservice program for 
teacher professional development. Although criteria do not 
dictate the substance and the essence of inservice programs, 
they do suggest standards and characteristics. They also 
set forth principles for decisions about the conditions and 
circumstances of planning and operation. 
This chapter identifies common characteristics found 
in the description of collaborative inservice programs in 
Chapter II. The researcher believes that this identifica-
tion of commonalities is essential in the development of 
criteria for a multi-agency collaborative inservice plan 
designed for teacher professional development. Using the 
same format that was followed in describing the identified 
collaborative programs which are multi-agency in design, the 
following areas were searched for common characteristics: 
membership, origin and development, objectives and goals, 
finance, governance, activities and services, and evaluation. 
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Membership 
The design of this study called for researching multi-
agency collaborative programs composed of the following: 
one or more institutions of higher education, a state depart-
ment of education, and local.school districts. Other com-
monalities found in the research are (a) that all programs 
had from 9 to 10 local school districts comprising its mem-
bership, and (b) that all school districts tended to be 
classified as rural school districts. 
Origin and Development 
All programs identified had as their origin the intent 
to improve the quality of teacher education. The collab-
orative program in each case was the outgrowth of all parties 
coming together to discuss the question of what to do about 
improving the existing condition of teacher professional 
development through inservice. It is worth noting that in 
each case the university initiated the meetings to discuss 
the possibility of a collaborative program; it was also noted 
that two of the three programs came into being shortly after 
the state board of education or the state legislature had 
mandated that the qualifications of teachers be improved. 
Objectives 
The common objectives identified by the research in a 
multi-agency collaborative program are as follows: 
1. To improve the quality of current inservice programs. 
2. To create an alliance among agencies and institutions 
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which hold a vested interest in the inservice educa-
tion of teachers. 
3. To develop a framework of collaboration. 
4. To sponsor inservice education to improve teacher 
professional competencies. 
Finance 
The multi-agency collaborative programs were very dif-
ferent in the area of finance. However, all program direc-
tors stated that financing of the collaborative effort was 
extremely difficult and a continual problem. Another com-
monality was that the board which was appointed to govern 
the program administered all monies. Although not practiced 
in any of the identified programs, all documentation from 
the programs stressed that financing needs to be constant 
and that all participating agencies need to share in the 
expense of the collaborative effort. It was believed that 
sharing contributed to the feeling of ownership which is 
needed if the collaborative effort is to reach its potential. 
Governance 
The issue of governance of a multi-agency collaborative 
effort had several clear elements of commonality, as follows: 
1. A governing board with an executive director, who 
was always housed at the institution of higher 
education. 
2. By-laws developed to govern the collaborative 
efforts of the consortia. 
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3. Persons on the governing board from each agency who 
helped govern and develop consortia by-laws, etc. 
4. Parity among the participating agencies, as stated 
in by-law. (Although written reports and personal 
phone calls to program directors did not indicate 
the presence of parity, each program director 
believed it was a concept worth striving toward.) 
Activities and Services 
The activities and services of each collaborative effort 
and the manner in which they were carried out varied greatly 
depending upon perceived needs of the governing board. But 
numerous commonalities existed. The programs had similar 
activities during the first year of operation, which was 
spent developing by-laws, developing a system of governance, 
and conducting a needs assessment by which to devise future 
inservice. This was always done by a committee composed of 
persons from each participating agency. 
Each developed an inservice program designed to meet 
identified individual teacher needs. All programs made use 
of consultants to deliver the inservice programs and consult-
ants were drawn from all agencies inyolved, including public 
schools. Furthermore, each governing board attempted to keep 
lines of communication open concerning the activities and 
accomplishments of the consortia through the use of news-
letters sent to the people that the consortia served. 
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Evaluation 
The evaluation component of each collaborative effort 
proved the most similar. Unfortunately, this commonality is 
not seen as one to be considered when developing a plan for 
multi-agency collaboration. No formal evaluation has been 
done on the effectiveness of these programs. All are report-
ed as successes in the literature and by consortium direc-
tors, but each admitted that none had been evaluated based on 
a research design. 
Stnmnary 
It was hoped that, when commonalities that exist with-
in functioning multi-agency collaborative programs for 
teacher professional development, were identified, a plan 
of action could be devised. The identified commonalities 
could be used to develop criteria to help enhance the possi-
bilities for success of future multi-agency collaborative 
endeavors. It is recommended that any agencies undertaking 
multi-agency collaboration aimed at teacher-professional 
development consider the recommendations stated by the 
Central Arizona Inservice Consortium. These are as follows: 
1. An executive director or some arrangement for 
staff time and leadership should be formally 
provided. 
2. Time should be spent determining the goals of the 
consortium, and what its members really want out 
of it. 
3. The goals of the consortium must be derived by the 
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core representative group, reflecting the fact that 
the process of developing the goals is just as 
significant as the goals that are developed. 
4. Clear objectives and specific activities should be 
written based on the goals. People have trouble 
grasping the concept of a network unless they have 
activities that they can link to it. 
5. A good communications network should be established 
with the key decision-makers within each member 
institution, as their understanding and support are 
vital. 
6. Key decision-makers in each institution should be 
educated to the program goals and kept informed of 
their progress. 
7. Services of the network that benefit members should 
be established. Good response to requests for 
internal funding can be built in this way. 
8. Some temporary funding support base should be 
sought until the credibility and productiveness of 
the consortium can be established. 1 
The researcher feels that if a plan for multi-agency 
collaboration includes the aforementioned commonalities, the 
agencies will avoid some of the pitfalls that have befallen 
past multi-agency collaborative efforts designed to address 
continued teacher professional development. 
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ENDNOTES TO CHAPTER III 
1Bonnie Rabe, "Collaborative Governance: Networking 
for Improved Staff Development Programs," paper presented 
to National Council of States on Inservice Education," 
December 1980, p. 13. 
CHAPTER IV 
A PLAN FOR MULTI-AGENCY COLLABORATION 
The education profession is no different from any other 
human enterprise, in that the quality of the process and 
product is directly related to the commitment, coordination, 
and expertise of those individuals comprising the enterprise. 
Education is a people business and as such, it is a highly 
complex profession. As society changes, as values shift, as 
knowledge continues to explode, as the world shrinks and 
outerspace expands, expectations for and demands upon educa-
1 tion and the educator ch~nge. 
The increased attention to inservice education has 
brought about a move to reform it, for in its traditional 
form it has been found wanting. Teachers, administrators, and 
the public are known to be dissatisfied with it. Their dis-
satisfaction is documented in at least two fairly recent 
surveys--a representative sample of teachers (Bartholomew, 
1976) 2 and a sample of teachers from California, Georgia, 
Michigan and twenty-one urban/rural projects around the nation 
(Howey, 1978). 3 The indictment of inservice education con-
tains the following counts articulated by teachers and teacher 
educators: 
1. Not enough emphasis is placed on improving school 
programs or teacher performance. 
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2. Teachers' urgent, day-to-day needs are not addressed. 
3. Inservice education while required of teachers, is 
imposed and delivered by non teachers. 
4. Many principles of effective-teaching have been 
violated. 
5. Inservice education has been fragmented, unsystemat-
ic, devoid of a conceptual framework. 4 
O~her claims against inservice education are that it has 
usually been conducted outside the classroom, on the teach-
er's personal time, and/or at the teacher's personal expense. 
It has not been a "first order of business" either for the 
teacher or the school district. In the school district's 
budget, it has been a highly vulnerable item, desirable if 
possible, expendable if not. 
Some school districts have attempted to develop their 
staffs in isolation from the resources of the university, 
other school districts, and the state department of public 
instruction. Some have done an adequate job; however, most 
have found it to be an overwhelming task without the nec-
essary resources in terms of adequate staffing, consultant 
time, and a conceptual framework. School districts also 
duplicate inservice efforts that could be planned collab-
oratively at great savings. Considering each of the institu-
tions that typically provide inservice education (school 
districts, institutions of higher education, and state depart-
ments of education), it seems unreasonable for each not to 
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capitalize on the resources of the others, and for all not to 
gain in the process. Multi-agency collaboration is a concept 
which should be implemented in order to improve teacher 
professional development. After reviewing several plans and 
finding both problems and similarities, the researcher 
proposed the following plan for multi-agency collaboration, 
based upon personal experiences and the literature reviewed 
for this study. 
Teacher Professional Development Plan 
The plan is based on a systems approach, composed of 
five major components which link together to form the opera-
ting structure which is Teacher Professional Development. 
These five components are Governance, Substance, Delivery, 
Model, and Evaluation. 
The Governance component is composed of the decision-
making structures which legitimize and govern. The Sub-
stance component is composed of the content of the teacher 
professional development activities. The Delivery compo-
nent is that part of the system which brings together the 
substantive component and the professional teacher, and 
includes the selection of staff and the arrangements needed 
to deliver the model component. The Model component consists 
of the various types of teacher professional development 
activities. The Evaluation component consists of the type 
of studies used to assess the effectiveness of teacher 
professional development efforts. The figure on the next 
page shows the five interdependent components of teacher 
professional development. 
The System of Teacher Professional Development 
Evaluation 
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The five components of the system interact with one 
another. The effectiveness of the system depends on the 
productive interaction of all of these components. A weak-
ness in one part is magnified because it undermines the power 
of the other parts, but improvement in one part alone will 
not appreciably improve teacher professional development. 
The parts must be effectively meshed. 
The Governance Component 
The premise which guides this researcher's program for 
teacher professional development is that multiple agencies 
will and should be involved in any governance system, and 
that any professional development plan.will be successful to 
the extent that all agencies collaborate. Determining the 
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roles that each agency will play is necessary for the estab-
lishment of a coherent structure and process. Any governance 
system involving multi-agency collaboration for teacher 
professional development must contain the following criteria: 
1. Parity--that is situationally determined, according 
to program involved, the decision to be made, the 
entities involved, the time and resources avail-
able and the legal constraints present. 
2. Representation from all levels of decision-making. 
The governance structure proposed has two levels. The 
first .level, an Executive Council, is made up of the follow-
ing members: 
1. Superintendent from each collaborating school 
district 
2. Dean of the School of Education from each collabora-
ting school of higher education 
3. Staff Development Coordinator from State Department 
of Public Instruction 
The second level in the governance structure is called 
a Representative Council, to be composed of the following: 
1. Person in charge of Teacher Professional Development 
from each collaborating school district 
2. Professor from institute of higher education with 
expertise in the area of teacher professional devel-
opment activity being developed 
3. Consultant from the State Department of Public 
Instruction in the area of Teacher Professional 
Development activity being developed 
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4. Teacher from each collaborating school district that 
possesses knowledge in the area of teacher profes-
sional development activity being developed. 
The Executive Council will have the following respon-
sibilities: 
1. to create and maintain teacher professional develop-
ment activities 
2. to govern professional development 
3. to gover.n teachers 
4. to develop by-laws by which to govern multi-agency 
collaborative efforts 
5. to finance and dispense money 
6. to elect a chairman to represent group 
7. to establish appropriate representative councils 
8. to develop and conduct a needs assessment annually 
to be administered in the spring for the following 
year. 
The Representative Councils act as an advisory council 
to the Executive Council, with the following responsibilities: 
1. Elect a chairman to represent the group to the 
Executive Councjl 
2. Determine the substance of teacher professional 
development activities 
3. Determine the delivery system for teacher profes-
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sional development activity 
4. Select model system for teacher professional develop-
ment activity 
5. Establish and evaluate the evaluation system of 
teacher professional development 
6. Develop and conduct needs assessment for teacher 
professional development in area being developed 
7. Advise the Executive Council through its chairman. 
The researcher envisions several advisory councils func-
tioning simultaneously to achieve the desired multi-agency 
plan of teacher professional development. 
The governance here proposed is based upon a compilation 
of ideas presented in the literature search and the three 
multi-agency programs which have been reviewed. 
Finance. The financing of teacher professional develop-
ment activities is the responsibility of the Executive 
Council. This area of governance has been and is extremely 
lacking in present programs of teacher professional develop-
ment. 
The present funding for teacher professional develop-
ment must change. The amounts allocated for teacher profes-
sional development are inadequate. By way of example, the 
State of North Carolina, using state funds and federal flow-
through monies, only allocated $47.21 per teacher for profes-
sional development during 1983-84. A typical school district 
in North Carolina spends less than .05% of its total budget 
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for teacher professional development. In contrast companies 
such as ITT spend on the average of $1,500 per professional 
employee for professional development. 5 The multi-agency 
programs reviewed all reported financing to be a major 
problem. 
Although it is generally recognized that the school 
professional has an individual responsibility for maintain-
ing competency, the public should share in that responsibil-
ity by ensuring that personnel and resources remain adequate 
to meet current needs. This idea of shared responsibility 
was a commonality of the three programs reviewed. To this 
end, it is recommended that the Executive Council: 
1. Assess each school district one percent of its 
total operating funds to support a planned multi-
agency collaborative effort for teacher profes-
sional development activities. 
2. Assess schools of education one percent of its 
funds for teacher professional development activi-
ties. 
3. Assess the State Department of Public Instruction 
one percent of its funds for teacher professional 
development to be divided based on number of teach-
ers in each school district making up the collabo-
rative effort. 
4. Pool and administer all monies to carry on the 
agreed-upon activities of the multi-agency collab-
orative effort for teacher professional development. 
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The Substance Component 
The substance component in this system refers to the 
content of the professional development activity. The Rep-
resentative Council which has been established by the Exec-
utive Council will decide upon the substance of the 
professional development activity; however, the substance of 
any teacher professional development activity must concern 
itself with the following essential factors: 
1. The establishment of content scope. 
2. The establishment of an amount of time to deliver 
content. 
3. The establishment of the mode of instruction which 
will be used. 
4. The development or purchase of materials to be used 
in the activity. 
5. The development of a plan for follow-up. 
6. The cost of the activity. 
The content of any professional development activity 
must be related to the goals which are established by the 
Executive Council. The substance of all teacher professional 
development activities must be tied to persistent and signif-
icant local problems of instruction that are identified in 
the needs assessment phase of program development. In this 
way, teacher professional development activities are directly 
related to student and teacher needs and goals. The need for 
this is acutely expressed by current dissatisfaction with 
teacher-professional development. The Executive Council 
should give final approval to any professional development 
activity. 
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All professional development activities must focus upon 
one or a combination of three primary objectives: 
1. Increasing teacher technical skills 
2. Enriching teacher knowledge in areas of certification, 
learning theory, or child psychology 
3. Altering of teacher attitudes and beliefs regarding 
good teaching 
Model Component 
The model component consists of the various forms of 
teacher professional development ranging from sabbaticals to 
intensive on-site activities. The mode is the mechanisms by 
T;;hich teacher professional development activities are deli v-
ered. Teachers learn in a variety of ways and can benefit 
from a wide variety of avenues to self-improvement. These 
will include workshops, conferences, college courses, visita-
tions, staff exchange, sabbaticals, individual or group study 
or research, publications, and curriculum committees. All 
the reviewed literature stressed that no one type of teacher 
professional development activity can meet the needs of all 
teachers. The model component must be as varied as the 
teachers participating in the activity. All teachers must not 
be required to participate in the same kind of activity, but 
they should be allowed to participate in those modes in which 
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they feel most comfortable. However, all modes should meet 
the established criteria for the teacher professional develop-
ment activity which they have undertaken. Increasingly, 
teachers want to be thought of as professionals and one 
characteristic of a professional is that one takes upon one-
self the responsibility for controlling and maintaining 
quality. If teachers are seriously committed to attaining 
professional stature, then they must recognize and fulfill 
their collective responsibility for teacher professional 
development activities. 
Delivery Component 
The delivery component is that part of the system which 
brings together the substantive component and the profes-
sional teacher. It also includes the selection of staff and 
the arrangements needed to deliver the model component. 
Possible interfaces vary greatly, depending on the mode. 
Professional development activities can be arranged individ-
ually by grade level, by department, by total school faculty, 
or by common interest groups. Interfaces should provide a 
smooth meshing of the needs of the teacher in the classroom, 
the thrust of the school district, and the demands of society 
on the profession. The Representative Council, in order to 
accomplish this, must 
1. Conduct teacher professional development activities 
as part of the teacher work day when at all possible; 
consider extending school day and year; mandate 
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teacher work days as teacher professional develop-
ment days 
2. Request that Executive Council restrict funds to 
professional activities which the Representative 
Council considers sufficiently intense, comprehen-
sive, and long lasting to accomplish the established 
goals of the collaborative effort 
3. Develop a catalog for participating teachers which 
contains the following: 
a. A listing of professional development activities 
for the year 
b. The substance of the professional development 
activity 
c. The Hodel Component 
d. ·The person or persons delivering substance 
e. When and where professional development activity 
will occur 
4. Pr.ovide for follow-up of activities 
Several of the ideas presented above are based upon the 
common characteristics found in the multi-agency programs 
reviewed. The key to the delivery component is a plan that 
calls for continuous delivery of programs for teacher profes-
sional development. 
Staff. The staff factor of the delivery component is 
very important to the successful implementation of a plan for 
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teacher professional development. The Representative 
Council, after determining professional development needs for 
the multi-agency collaborative effort, must 
1. Identify persons from within and outside of the 
collaborative effort who are excellent at present-
ing the desired content 
2. Identify persons from within and outside of the 
collaborative effort who are excellent at follow-
through activities 
3. Assure that institutions of higher education which 
participate in the multi-agency collaborative 
effort compensate university personnel involved in 
the effort for field work at the same rate as campus 
assignments. Travel time must be included as part 
of the assignment 
Teachers must have an integrated complex of activities, 
so that, in addition to being introduced to a new approach or 
idea and seeing it demonstrated, they are given classroom 
follow-through that permits personal exploration of the new 
approach or idea and provides assistance in trying it out. 
Evaluation Component 
While none of the multi-agency programs reviewed con-
tained an evaluation component, it is the opinion of the 
researcher that perhaps no other component in the system is 
as important. The researcher believes that evaluation is the 
most powerful tool in teacher professional development. 
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Evaluation is essential both for assessing the degree of 
success of past teacher professional development activities 
and for guiding the direction of future problems. Evalua-
tion also serves as an accounting of the effectiveness of 
money spent and as a justification for future financing of 
teacher professional development activities. 
Evaluation poses special problems in teacher profes-
sional development. How are gains to be assessed? Should 
the work of the workshop staff be rated? Should teacher 
opinions on the value of the acttvities be solicited? Should 
tangible evidence of different teaching behavior be sought, 
or should students be tested to determine whether learning 
achievement has increased? 
The evaluation devices for teacher professional develop-
ment must contain all of the above. The devices must be 
linked to particular program objectives. Multiple assess-
ment procedures are also necessary. The evaluation component 
must be constructed, administered, and evaluated by agency 
personnel trained in research design, namely, those in 
schools of education and the state department of public 
instruction. 
The evaluation devices must be based on sound research 
design and be both formative and summative in nature. The 
evaluation component must include the following: 
1. The development of evaluation criteria for review-
ing all teacher professional development activities 
before they are presented. 
2. The development of evaluations for all workshops 
and other activities for teacher professional de-
velopment. 
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3. The development of a process for monitoring the 
process and attainment of the teacher professional 
development system. 
The plan which is presented here is consistent with the 
findings of research and theory on teacher professional de-
velopment. The ideas in the plan correspond with significant 
goals established in the literature. 
The governance component proposed in the plan is consis-
tent with the established bureaucratic model developed by 
Gross in The Managing of Organizations6 and reaffirmed by 
Brubaker and Nelson in their book, Introduction to Educa-
tional Decision-Making. 7 It is also drawn from ideas pre-
sented in the professional organization model proposed by 
Macdonald in The High School in Human Terms: Curriculum 
D . 8 es~gn. 
The desision-making responsibilities which were assigned 
in the governance structure are consistent with the views 
held by Drucker in his book entitled Management. 9 Some of 
these ideas are presented in the chapter, "Strategies, 
Objectives, Priorities and Work Assignments." They are 
also consistent with the views held by Simon in his book en-
titled Administrative Behavior10 and by Wagner in his 
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instructional Manual entitled "A Design for Leadership."ll 
The substance. component is based on the ideas presented 
by Howsan in an essay in Governance by Consortium, 12 the 
model proposed by the Florida Panhandle Early Childhood Con-
sortium, and the principals of inservice proposed by the 
James Report, Teacher Education and Training, in England in 
1972. 13 The delivery component proposed in the plan is con-
sistent with plans proposed by Massanari in his work entitled 
Demonstration of Delivery Systems for Inservice Education. 14 
It also addressed concerns established by the American Fede-
ration of Teachers relative to delivery of teacher profes-
sional development activities. The delivery component ade-
quately answers the issues relative to the selection of 
staff which are outlined in the book, Issues in Inservice 
Education dealing with "How is Inservice Education Delivered" 
by Yarger. 15 
The model component of the study draws heavily from 
ideas present in the Phi Delta Kappa Fastback entitled 
Teacher Centers and Inservice Education. 16 The model compo-
nent enhances the needs for various forms of teacher profes-
sional development that have been advocated by Rubin in his 
work, Professional Development Perspectives on Preservice 
and Inservice Education. 17 The views expressed in the model 
component address all areas which Edelfelt18 feels are cru-
cial for the successful implementation of a plan for teacher 
professional development. They also reflect the thinking of 
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19 Getzel's concern for development of effective programs for 
educational practitioners. The model component also reflects 
the wide spread belief that people learn in different ways 
and in different environments. 
The evaluation component proposed by the researcher is 
based on the work of Stufflebeam20 which simply states that 
school system should be accountable to its constituents for 
the programs that it provides and this requires that programs 
be evaluated. The methods of evaluation proposed represent 
the two types of evaluation which educational research sug-
gests for measuring educational programs. 
The plan which this researcher developed was submitted 
to nine recognized authorities in the field of teacher pro-
fessional development for their reactions (see Appendix F). 
All persons responding to the plan stated that the plan 
seems complete, is well-organized, and is suitable for imple-
mentation. These recognized authorities are composed of 
university faculty, directors of multi-agency programs for 
teacher professional development, and staff development lead-
ers in the departments of public instruction of several 
states. 
The plan encompasses the recommendations of Drummond 
and Allen for an alternative plan for the continuous prepa-
ration of a teacher. 21 It also compares favorably to the 
29 established criteria developed by Edelfelt for inclusion 
in a plan for teacher professional development. 
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Conclusion 
Society places constant pressure on schools to provide 
adequate and appropriate instruction. In an attempt to 
respond to these demands, various educational agencies have 
devoted their energies to the problem of the continuing pro-
fessional development of teachers. The researcher felt a 
need for the increased study of existing systems of teacher 
professional development and for their improvement. This 
study was undertaken for the purpose of reviewing eXisting 
programs of multi-agency collaborative efforts and to develop 
a plan of collaboration for teacher professional development 
which involves local school districts, institutions of 
higher education, and state departments of public instruction. 
A summary of studies found that teachers, administrators, 
and the public are generally dissatisfied with present 
teacher professional programs. Numerous attempts to improve 
teacher professional development have been made, but few 
programs have shown merit. It is the opinion of the research-
er that a promising strategy for continuing professional 
development is multi-agency collaboration among local school 
districts, universities, and state departments of public 
instruction. 
The study began with a review of significant literature 
in the area of collaborative teacher professional programs 
involving local school districts, universities, and state 
departments of public instruction. A systematic search 
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yielded thLee multi-agency collaborative programs involving 
these three agencies. 
Each of the three multi-agency collaborative programs 
revealed by the literature search was reviewed based upon 
the following cri'teria found common to the three programs: 
membership, origin and development, assumptions, objectives, 
finance, governance, activities and services, and evaluation. 
Information utilized by the researcher in this review 
was obtained from written documents provided by the collabo-
rative agencies. The review of the Auburn University Con-
tinuous Professional Development Progr~. the Central Ari-
zona Inservice Consortium and the Florida Panhandle Early 
Childhood Consortium revealed several commonalities. The 
researcher surmised that these commonalities should be con-
sidered when a multi-agency collaborative teacher profes-
sional development plan is being developed. 
Based upon the findings of the research and personal 
experiences in the area of teacher professional development, 
the researcher proposed a systems approach for multi-agency 
teacher professional development composed of five interde-
pendent components: (1) Governance, (2) Substance, (3) De-
livery, (4) Model, and (5) Evaluation. 
The future for teacher professional development is very 
encouraging. People are beginning to sense that continuous 
professional development is the major route to better educa-
tion. It provides the best possible means of disseminating 
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new ideas. It constitutes a powerful vehicle for promoting 
desirable social change. It facilitates continuous read-
justment to public expectations, and it is an indispensable 
element in equalizing educational opportunity. A plan for 
multi-agency collaboration may be the best approach to 
achieving the desired outcome: a teacher who continues to 
develop as a professional. 
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APPENDIX A 
Sections ol PL 95·561·· The EJurutirm tlm~ndmcnts uf /V7S-that prril'irl~ spedjtc 
supptJrt fur IIJ·Scrl'in! t•tlm·atwll programs fur rcucllers are u.s ju/luws: 
TITLE II. IJASIC SKILLS IMPROVEMENT 
l'arl A. National l'rogram 
S,·,·tifm 205. /mlrm litJII lit /IUlit' ~·All/\ 
Tht! S~:.:rclary !lhall proviJI.! <bSi~tancc, 
in ;.u.:cordancc with ~t:ction ~o.t. for 
activities dl!~ignt:d to tkmonstratc im~ 
proved dt:livcry of instrw.:tional scrvk·..:s 
in the areas of reading, mathl·math:s, and 
oral ami writlcn comrnunicaeion, in· 
eluding-
(5) Prc>crvicc training programs for 
leaching pc"onncl including leach· 
er aides and olhcr ancillary cduca· 
tiooal pe"oond. and ilt->crvicc train· 
in g and development programs, 
designed to enable such pc"onncl 
lo improve their anility lo leach 
basic skills; 
l'arl IJ. Stale Da.sic Skills Improvement l'ro· 
gram 
Sc•ction 2.1-1. 1l1t! Sc~:rctary is author· 
ized to enter inlo agn·ement with Stale 
cJu~ationill agcm.:h:s for rhc ~.:arrying out 
by >Uch agencies of leadership and !rain-
ing activities designed to prepare pu-
sonncl throughout the Stale to imple-
ment programs which have been demon-
strated in that Sial< or other Slates to be 
t:ffcctivc in ovcrcomiug dclicicndcs in 
the basi< skills. and to develop anJ im-
plement slalcwidc plans for improving 
the skills of childw1, youth, and adulls 
in reading. mathematic-s, and oral and 
written communication. 111~ activitirs 
authorized by this section shall be lim-
ited to-
(4 1 in.,;crvi.:o training proy,rams for 
local administrators, instructional 
personnel. and other staff mem-
bers involved in instruction in basic 
skills; .... 
TITLE Ill. SPECIAL PROJECTS 
Part A. Gcnerall'rovi>ion' 
s,., 111111 .UU. (iiiWIU.HMIIt.'r'~ Vucn·· 
tiunur.r Prujl't:/s 
(l:) 1111! Commb:,ioncr is also Julhorill.:d 
from the amount availahh: for tlh.· pur-
po~,..: of this ~cdion to make grJnls JtiU 
enter into contracts for I I) th~ dl!\''-'lor-
mcnl of currb.:ula anJ tht! c.Jisscmini.ttiun 
of information rclatin~ to thl! improve-
ment of teaching cnCTb'Y con)cn-·ation to 
elementary and se.-und<ll1' ..:hoof chil-
dren. and ( 1) the !raining of personnel lo 
tcad1 COl'Tgy t..'OII\CCVation Ill SUdl fo.'hil• 
drcn .... 
Part fl. ~1elric l:ducatinn 
Sec1io11 31 J. Progrwm .·Iwllun:t•tl 
(a) "ll1e l"ununbsioner 'hall .:arr1· out a 
progr<.~m llf granb and ~untracb h.> cn-
couragl.! cJu~.:ational a~cw.:k~ and in:\tilll· 
tiuns to prepare sll11Jcnb to usc tht.! 
mr.:trh: sy•acm or lllt.:J~un.:mcnt. ,\l.'livi-
th!s a::.)i~tcd um.lcr this part may in-
duJc-· .... 
( ~) training t:du~ationJI pcrsnnnd 
lo carry nul programs in lhe usc of 
the metric sysl<m; .... 
Part L Consumer I:Jucalion 
S<<"/11111 JJJ. Program .·lutlwri:cd 
(h.) (II Funds appropriated for gran IS 
and conlrJ~ts under this pari shall be 
avo.~ilabh: for su~h a~tivitics as-· 
. . .(U) Prcscrvicc and in-sc:rvh.:t' 
tr<~ming programs and projects (in-
cluding fellowship programs. insti· 
tutos. workslwps. symposiums, Jnd 
senunar.;) for <ducational pcr>onncl 
to pr<par~ them to teach in subj<ct 
maller areas associated wilh con-
sumer I!Liucation. 
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Part G. Llw-Rclalcd Education 
Section J-17. Program Amhvri:cd 
ldJ Funds appropriated for grants and 
contracts under this pari shall he avail-
able for activities such as:-... 
(4} lrainin~ lur educators and !Jw· 
related personnel in llw subslan•·c 
and practice of law-rclatc<l educJ· 
lion, including prcscrvice ami in· 
~c.-...il.:..: :-.cmindrs, workshops, insri· 
tules, and courses. . . . • 
I'Jrl H. Environmental Education 
Section JSJ ( :!J. 
Funds appropriated lor grants and con-
tracts under this pari shall be available 
for sut.:h aclivitit:s as-
(D) Pre service and in--scrvkc train-
in~ programs and projects I in dud· 
ing fclluw!thip pru~ram~. inslituh~s. 
workshops, symposia, and semi· 
lUIS) for educational per>OIIII<I to 
prepare them to leach in subject 
maller areas a>.odaled wi(h envi-
ronmental quality and .eulogy or 
to devdop interdisciplinary Slral· 
egics and programs of environ· 
mental quality and ecology and for 
public sc:rvice personnel, Govern· 
ment employees and business, 
labor, and industrial leaders and 
employees; ... 
!'art M. Population Education 
Section 392 b. Funds available for 
grants and contracts under subsection (a) 
shall be available for such activities as-
( I) Prescrvicc and in-service training 
programs and projects (including 
fellowship programs, inslilutcs, 
workshops, symposiums, and semi-
nars) for educational personnel to 
prepare them to incorporate popu· 
lation concepts into a broad array 
of subject fields such as geography, 
history, science, biology, social 
studies, and home economics; .... 
TITLE IV. EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT, 
RESOURCES. AND SUPPORT 
Part C. Improvement in Local EducJtionJI 
Pra..;tk!.!s 
Sec/tell/ .f./1 ful. ll1c Jmuunls allolled 
Ia ,·adl slate under «cliun 403 fur the 
purpose of I hi' pJrt >hall~" 1"~" tn pru-
viUc assi..;t~nlC to lol.!al cUu\."ational 
agcth.:iL'S wilhin the SliJII.! fur adi\'ith:~ 
that will improve tho cduoational prJC· 
ttcc' of tho~ agt!m.:ii!S tm:luJin~--
(7) professional development pro-
grams for tr:o.H;h~r... admini,trators, 
and otlu:r insnu~titHWI fl\!'rsonncl in 
tlu: :it.:hoob of ~uch a~l!nCil!s: 
TITLE VI. STATE LEAIJERSIIII' 
Part ll. Strcngthenin~ Stale Edu.:aliunal 
Agency Mana~em<nl 
Seuiuu 5~~. Pmgrmu Rt:quirc:mc:nts 
Each Stale whid1 desires t~ parti.:ipJtc 
in programs under this part >hall submit 
to tho Commissioner a Stale plan which 
sets forth in such detail a. the Commis-
sioner prescribes the purposes for which 
funds provided under thh part will be 
used by the Stale educallonal agency. 
The plan shall also sc:l forth- ... 
(~) a .:<•mprcllcnsivc plan lor the 
cnunlination of Federal and St.ole 
fund!. fur traming activillc:. fur cdu· 
cational personnel in the State in-
cluding prcscrvice and insc:rvice 
traimng, which plan shall be devol-
oped with the involvement of 
tcadu~rs. prolcssional asso ... :idtions, 
institutions of higher education, 
and other interested individuals and 
organizations. 
TITLE VII. BILINGUAL EDUCATION PRO-
GRAMS 
Part A. Financial Assistance for llilingual 
Education Programs 
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Sertioll 721 (a). Funds available for 
granls under !his part shall be used for-
( 3) (,\) I he establishment. opera· 
twn. ~nd improvement of traimng 
pro~rJn" for p.:r.;onnd prepJring lo 
participate in, or Jl<!rn>nncl parti· 
dpatinH in, the Cottt.llli,;l ol" pro· 
grams of bilingual educalion ant! 
1111 Ju.,liary and sopplcmcnlary 
troutun~ pro&ronn~. whkh ~hall h~: 
im:ludcd 111 each (1fOl!ram of bllin· 
gual education, for pcrsonnd pr<-
PJring to partidpah: in, or pcr-
>Onnd parlicipating in, the conduct 
uf ~uch programs; .... 
Srrtlon 721. (u) (I J. In carrying 
out the provisions of clauses ( ll 
and (3) of subscclion (al ofseclion 
721, with respecl to lrainin~. the 
Commissioner shall, through grants 
to, and conlracts wirh, eligible 
applicants, as ddined in sub>ection 
(b), provide for-
(A 1 (i) training, carried out in 
coordination wilh any other pro-
grams training auxiliary educational 
personnel, designed (II lo prepare 
personnd lo participate in, or for 
personnel parlicipating in, the con-
duct of programs of bilingual edu-
cation, including programs em-
phasizing opportunilic-s for career 
dcvelopmcnl, advancement, and 
latcral mobilily, (II) to !rain teach-
ers, adminhtrators, counsdors, 
para pro fcssionals, tcacher aides, 
and parents, and (Ill) to !rain per-
sons to teach and counsel such per-
sons, and (ii) special training pro-
grams designed (f) to meet indi-
vidual nceds, and (If) to encourage 
reform, innovation, and improve· 
ment in applicable cducalion cur-
ricula in graduale educalion, in lhc 
slructun: of lhc academic profcs-
sion, 3nll in recruitment and reten-
tion of higher education and gradu-
ale school facililies, as related to 
bilingual educalion; and 
(D) lhe operalion of short-term 
training institules designed to im-
prove the skills of participants in 
programs of bilingual education in 
order to facililatc !heir clfcc-
tivcnc~s. in carrying out responsi· 
bililics in cunncclion wilh >Udt pro-
grams. 
TITLE IX. ADiliTIONAL PROGRAMS 
I'Jrl A. Giflcd and TJknkd Children 
s,., twn '10·1. (tJJ Frum lh\.· arnunnh 
.IVOIII.&hh.' Ill ~Ill\' l"i~\.·~1 VC.U Ul1tl\.•r \I.!I.:IIUII 
~03U.>t (~). th~ l'ununb\IUII..:r sh~all111.1~1! 
l(r&.~nl~ to St~tl! educational a~.:ndes 
lor I he f'cderJI >hare of I he CO>t of plan· 
·ning, c.ll!\cloping, opcratlnl!, and improv· 
ing program> designed to mccl lhc cdu· 
cational needs of gil!cd and lalenlcd 
children at lhc pro>chool, ekmcnlary, 
and scconJary levels. Such pru~rams 
may include in->crvicc !raining of pcr-
sunnd lo lcJch >Uch childrcn. 
Srctw11 Yrl5. (u) From lhc amuunts 
available in any fiscal ycJr under s..·ccion 
903(b) (I 1 I he Cotnmi"iuncr may-
( I 1 make gran Is lo State euuca· 
tional a~cndes, local educational 
agencks, instilullons of hir.Jtor cdu· 
cation. and other puhlic and privJtc 
Jgcndcs amJ or~nllations, to assist 
th~m 111 establishing or m;.~intaining 
programs or proj.:Cl!!. designed to 
mccl the cducalional n<eds of 
gifted and talented children m-
dudinK lhe training of l"'rsonnd in 
educaling gifted ant! talcnlcd chil-
dren or in supervising such Jl<!r-
sonncl; 
Part E. Elhnic Heritage Program 
S~ctlon 953. Each program assincd 
under this part shall-
( ll (A) develup curriculum ma-
terials for use in elementary or sec-
ondary schools or instilutions of 
higher education relating to lhe 
hiscory, geography, sociely, eco-
nomy, literature, art, music, drama, 
language, and general culture or I he 
group or groups with which lhc 
program is concerned, and the con-
tributions of !hat elhnic group or 
groups to the American heritage; or 
(0) disseminate curric-ulum rna· 
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terials !o permit their u»e in ele-
mentary or secondary •ehools or 
institutions of higher education 
throughout the Nation; or 
(C) provide !raining for per>ons 
using, or pr~paring 10 u~. ~ura 
riculum materials developed u·tdcr 
!hb part; .... 
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APPENDIX B 
TITLE VI OF PUBUC LAW 91-230 
Education of Handicapped Children R-45 
Comprehensive System of Personnel 
Development 
Su. /2/a.380 Scup~ofsysum. 
Each annual program plan must include a 
llescription uf programs and procedures for the 
development ami implementation of a compre· 
hensive system of personnel development which in· 
eludes: 
(a) Titc insavice training of general and 
special educational instructional, related !>Crviccs, 
ami support personnel; 
(b) Procedures to insure that all personnel 
ncce~>ary to carry out the purposes of the Act arc 
qualified (as defined in S<e. 111a.l2 of Subpart A) 
and that activities sulficient to carry out this per· 
sunncl development plan are scheduled; and 
(c) Effective procedures for acquiring and 
disseminating to teachers and administrators of 
programs for handicapped children signilkant in· 
formation derived from educational research, 
demonstration, and similar projects, and for adopt· 
m~ where appropria.tc, promising educational prac-
tices and materials developed through those 
projects. 
(20 U.S.C. 1413(a) (3).) 
Su. 12/a.381 Participation of othtr agtncie:l and 
ltutltutlons. 
(a) The State educational agency must insure 
that all public and private institutions of higher 
t!lucation, and other agencies and organizations 
(including representatives of handicapped, parent, 
ami other advocacy organizations) in the State 
which have an interest in the preparation of per· 
sonncl for the education of handicapped children, 
have an opportunity to participate fully in the 
development, review, and annual updating of Ute 
comprehensive system of personnel development. 
(b) The annual program plan must describe 
the nature and extent of participation under 
paragraph (a) of this section ami must describe 
responsibilities of the State educational agency, 
local educational agencies, public and private insti· 
tutions of higher education, and other agencies: 
(I) With respect to the comprehensive syslcm 
a:s a whole, ani.! 
(11 With n:specl tu the personnel develop-
ment plan under Sec. I~ I a.JH3. 
(20 U.S.C. 141~(7)(Al; 1413(a) (3).) 
Su. /Z/a.J82 lnurvit·~ traillllllf. 
(a) As used in this section, 11 insl.!rvi~.:c train-
ing" means any training other than lhat rccl!in.:J 
by an individual in a full-time progr.rm which leads 
to a lfcgrce. 
(b) Each annual program plan must provide 
that the State educational agency: 
(I l Conducts an annual needs a"'essment to 
determine if a >Ufficicnt number of qualified per· 
sonncl arc available in the State; and 
( ~) Initiates inservice personnel devdopnH·nt 
program> based on the as!>Cssed need> of Slate-wide 
significance related to the implementation of the 
Act. 
(c) Each annual program plan must include 
·the results of the needs as,essmcnt under para~raph 
(b) (I) of lhis section. broken out br need for new 
personnel and nc~:d for rt..:lrainl.'d Jh.'f!)onncl. 
(d) The Stale cducallunal ag,•ncy rnay enter 
into l.!ontraLis with iustituliOJh of higlh:r cJu~:J­
tion. local ~du~.:atiou ... l agcndcs or other agi.'IH.:h!s. 
institution>, or organit.alions (which may include 
parent, handicapped. or other ad,·ocaq• urganila· 
tion>), to carry out: 
( I) Experimental or inno\ativc pcrsonnd 
dcvdopmcnt programs; 
( 2) Development or modilication of in> true· 
tiona! materials; and 
(3) Dissemination of signiticanl information 
derived from educational research and demon>lra· 
loon projects. 
(c) Each annual program plan must provide 
that lhc Stale educational agency imures thai 
ongoing inscrvicc training progr:.11n::. ar..: a\·ailablc to 
all personnel who arc engaged in the education of 
handicapped children, and that these programs 
include: 
( I) The usc of incentives which insure 
participation by teachers (such as released lime, 
paymenl for participation, options for academic 
credit, salary step credit, certification renewal, or 
updating professional skills); 
(2) Tire involvement of local >laff; and 
(3) The usc nf innovative practice> which 
have been found lo be dfceliw. 
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(I) Ea~h annual prO!;fam plan must: 
(I) ll.:.,cri~ th~ process u>ed in dctcrminin~ 
tho ins~rvke train in~ needs of personnd engaged in 
the education of handie<Jppcd children; 
(2) ldwtify the areas in whi~h training is 
needed (su~h as individualized cdu~ation program>. 
r¥Jn..Jiscriminatury testing, lt:ast restrictive environ· 
mcnt, procedural safeguards, and surrogate par-
ents); 
( 31 Sp•~ify the groups rc4uiring training 
(su..:h as S()C!cial tl!achcrs, regular tcad1crs, :u..lminis· 
trat o rs, ps y~hologists, specch-languaJle path<>-
logists, audiologists, physical education tcadtcrs, 
therapeutic recreation specialists, physi~al thcr-
apbts. occupational therapists, mcda..:al pcrsonm:l, 
P>Jrcnh. volunteers. hearing oflkcrs. and surrogate 
pan:nh); 
( 4 l llcscribe the content and nature of train-
ing for ea.:h area under paragraph (I) ( 2) of this 
)I!~ lion; 
( 5) llcscribc how the training will be provided 
in tern" of (i) geographical scope (such as State-
wide, regional, or local), and (ii) stalf training 
source (such as college and university stalfs, State 
and local educational agency personnel, and non-
agen~y personnel); 
(6) Specify: (i) lltc funding sources to bl! 
used, and 
(ii) Th• time trame for providing it; and 
17) Spccify procedures lor offcctive evalua-
tiun ul the extent tu which progmm objectives arc 
llld. 
(20 U.S.C. l413(a) (3).) 
Stt:. 12la.JBJ Ptnonnd dtvdupmtnt plan. 
Each annual program plan must: (a) Include a 
pcrsonnd development plan which provides a 
structure for pcrsonnel planning and focuses on 
pn:scrvice and inservice education needs: 
(b) Describe the results of the needs assess-
ment under Sec. 121a.382(b) (I) with respect to 
identifying needed areas of training, ami assigning 
priorities to those areas; and 
(c) Identify the target populations for per-
sonnd development, including general education 
and special education instructional and administra-
tive pcrsonnd, support pcrsonncl, and other pcr-
sonnel (such as paraprofessionals, parents, sur-
rogate parents, and volunteers). 
(20 U.S.C. 1413(a) (3).) 
Sec. 12/a.JB-1 Disstminatlun. 
(a) belt annual prow"rn pl•n must indude a 
dcscriplion of the Slatt:'s procedures fur <lc4uinng. 
n:vkwing, and t..lis~cminating to general and spc~.·iJI 
educational instructional and support personnel, 
administratur< or pro~rams for handicapped dul-
drcn, and ulhcr intcrc)tcd agcndc) ami organila· 
lions (induJmg parent, hanUit.:app.:t.l, amJ otha 
advocacy oq!JiliZJiiou="J "igmlicJnt mlurmat1on 
am.l prombing pra.:licc~ dcri\..:d from cduc.Jtional 
rc~~~m.:h, Jcmun~tratiun, and other proJ~Ch. 
(b) Di,,eminJtion include;: 
Cl) Making those pcrsonnel, admini>trato", 
ag..:ncic!l, and org;milation)o aware or tht!' mforma· 
lion ami prt.~cliL·c~: 
(~) Tminmg designed to enable the e>tabfo,h-
mt:nt of innovative prO!!f.JIH'i and prJctil.:c:s largclt!d 
on identilied local needs; and 
(31 Usc of instructional m"tcriJis and uth<r 
media for personnel development and instructional 
programming. 
(20 U.S.C. 1413(al (3).1 
Sec. 12la.J85 ,tdopt/ull of tducatlullal prat·ricts. 
(a) Each annual program pl"n must pro,idc 
for a statewide system designed to adopt, where 
appropriate, promising edu~ational J>ra~ticcs Jnd 
mat~riab pruYl'O l!ITc~tivt.! through r..:)cart.:h and 
Uc1111msl1;,1liun. 
(bJ Lu.:h .mnuaJ pro~1a111 pl.m IIIU)I pru'f'tdc 
for thorough rcass<ssmenl uf educational practices 
used in the Stale. 
(c) Ea~h annual pro~ram piJn must pro,ide 
for the identilicalion of State, lo.:al. and regional 
resources (human and material) whkh will assist in 
meeting the State's personnel preparation needs. 
(20 U.S.C. 1413(a) (3).) 
Stc. 12/a.J86 Eva/uaJ/oll. 
Each annual prowam plan must include: 
(a) Procedures for evaluating th< overall 
effectiveness of: 
(I) Tire comprehensive system of personnel 
development in meeting the needs for personnel, 
and 
(2) Tire procedures for administration of the 
system; and 
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(b) A description of the monitoring activities 
that will be undertaken to assure the impkmcnta· 
lion of the comprehensive system of personnel 
development. 
(20 U.S.C. 1413la) (3).) 
Str. I:Jia.J/17 'l"rrlmlra/IWutanrr tu /ural rtln•·a. 
tiona/ agrncin. 
Eadl annual pro!:(am plan must include a 
description of teclmical assistance that the State 
educational agency give' to lo"al educational 
agencies in their implementation of the Stare's 
comprchen>ivc >ystem of persormcl development. 
(:!0 U.S.C. 1413lal 13).) 
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APPENDIX C 
STATE LEGAL STANDARDS FOR PROVISION OF IN·SEitYICE TR,\INING• 
In mnst of th..: ~tat..:s that have in·scrvicc train· 
i11g prugrallb, the: I raining lakes pla~c at the district 
level. Most of the states have developed statutes 
and/or regulations dealing with training program>. 
However, this tigure is deceptive since many of 
the>e district programs apply to tead1ers in certain 
subject areas only. TI1e net result i> thJt very few 
states have a broad ami well-developed program or 
in~crvit.:l.! training. 
Although some states have a de lined training 
pro&'Tam, only a few disco» teachers' attendance 
requirements at th<-se programs. In only a v~ry few 
>tales arc there regulations requiring all tcach,·rs to 
att..:nd training !:tcssions. In two ~tatcs the Jisuict 
board ""lects the teachers who must attend a train· 
ing session. 
Oe>cription of Headings for Chart on 
ln-Servioc Training 
Stallltory Requiremc/1/s [or ftr-Sen·ice Traiflillg-
Tilc legislature rcquirts that the state education 
agency or the district provide in-service training . 
Amwul Vislril'l ( imj(•rt·n,·f Thl.!' slalc T~.:quirc~ 
that ca~h Jbtrict spOil!\Or Jll annual training con· 
fercnce which is customarily held at the beginning 
of each school year. 
Diitrirt Must Prt~Piur TraifliiiK-Bcsidcs the annual 
conference, the State require' that the <listrict pro-
vide olh.:r in~crvicl! training. 
Vi.1trict S<iects Trudtrr< J(, Tru111i11g ·When a dis· 
trict sds up a trainin~ program, the distrkt also 
selects those teachers who mu't participate in th~ 
training. 
All T<·udrrrs Mmt .·luenJ Trainillg--Whrn J district 
sets ur J training program. all teachers must 
attend. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Footnotes for 01art on ln·Senicc Training 
(a) Anzona-St;lle DoJu.l of Education pruvidci tr:~imng 
at the: request of the s~.:huul Ja~trict. 
(b) As kamas, luumana, Wyummg-m·)crvicc Uoumng fur 
sp~cial cdu..:atiun programs. 
(c) Connccticul-m·servicc uaming fur alcohol and drug 
cllu..:allun progr<~m. 
(d) h.IJhu-district Sc.:huol bu.ud may c~labli:Jl require· 
ments. 
(cJ low.a-dctcrmincd by the education agency admmlS· 
trauon. 
U) Mi~iisipp1-TI1c s..:hool dutnct shall have a pulley 
whtdl ensures continuous professional growth for all 
1cacheiS. 
(g) New M.:xh:o- provided by ~.h~tn.:t wllh st.~ It' appruv;,l. 
(h) New !\1cxu.:t)-·dt~rcc ..:rcdit ~IJuwtahlt: to h~Ot..:ilef) who 
panh:tpo~tc. 
(i) North D:..kula-Teachers must earn 3 mammum of 
1wo semester hours .u 1hc: iraJuaac levc:l or allenJ 
four appruv.:J Chnfereru:c:s ur -work)hups. 
(j) Orcg,un-tramang fur a~ctdenl prt:venliun. 
(k) Penn~ylvanaa-ror vocational eJucatron personnel. 
M-Manliatory 
D-IJiscreliunarf 
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States 
StJIUIUIY 
requuernents fur 
m·S~f\'il.:e lraunn"' 
AIIW11J (a) 
ArkansJ~ tb, 
IN-SERVICE TRAINING 
Annual Dl),tfict muse 
dislnct pr .. }\·IJc: 
..:unfcrcn..: .. • lramm• 
M X 
O,sua~l :.clt.:ds 
tc:.u.:hl.'rs fur 
UatrHIIIt 
Alii~J..:htrs 
must aucnJ No 
Uallllll!' ptu\!~ 
C"uh.HJllu X X X 
C:tiiJOI.'i:ll~oUI C) 
j'C')<'i'IJ:;;w::;·a"'IC='---t---'::..!....--+-----1-----f---------~------ --X-
HuruJJ 
IJ:!!HJ 
luwJ 
K.un .. u 
L.mt\lal\ot 
~t.un~ 
X 
(d) 
X 
X 
(<) 
X 
(b 
X 
X 
u 
X 
X 
X 
u 
X 
Mu.:ht•an X X 
~M~ ..~ ... ~.~,:::,,J---+--~x~---4r----_-_:::-_-__ -+---~,,~,---~-------+---------~---
~~,-,',',",',,',',l,'l1!-·--::- ··_--_-_--<-~------=_=-:_.-!-f--~·--·--· .. ·- ...... --- . -··· -· .. 
~t;;iii;Ji, x -----1--~x--+-------+---------~ ---
X 
M X 
N<w ll.uu hhut X 
Ne~· Jmey X D X 
~Ne~w~~rl<~.,~·~u--+---~---4--~u;_ __ +---~'f~l--!~-------+---~'"~'--~---
New Yuok X M X 
North CJruhnJ X X 
North O .. kuta X X 
Ohtu X X 
X 
Or!!I<!UII (j) 
Pcnnwlvarua (k u 
X 
Soul 1 aruma M 
South lJakula X 
M X 
Tcxa.s X 
Utah 
X 
X D u 
X 
X 
X 
Wyunung lb 
Onlllct of Culumbta X 
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APPENDIX D 
FLORIDA PANHANDLE INSERVICE COMPONENT 
COMPONENT NUMBER: 
COMPONENT STATUS: 
TYPE OF COMPONENT: 
AREA OF INSTRUCTION: 
NAME OF COMPONENT: 
LENGTH OF COMPONENT: 
COMPETENCY TARGET: 
COMPETENCY: 
1 
New 
U, E, B 
Early Childhood Education 
Effective Utilization of Adults in 
the Classroom 
6-12 Hours 
Administrators, Teachers, Auxiliary 
Personnel 
Ability to understand the growth 
and learning processes of children 
and youth, and develop approaches 
which enable learning to take place 
GENERAL OBJECTIVE(S): To provide participants with the 
opportunity to update their knowledge of the patterns 
of human growth and development. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE(S): Given a list of physical, social 
and emotional characteristics of child behavior the 
participants will be able to correctly match them to 
categories of human growth and development. 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENT: A consultant, knowledgeable of 
patterns of growth and development, will present in-
formation relative to the categories of human growth 
and development and will discuss physical, social and 
emotional characteristics related to specific cate-
gories. 
The consultant will utilize a multi-media approach and 
will allow adequate time for participants to become 
familiar with and knowledgeable of realistic expecta-
tions that may be established for students. 
EVALUATION: Completion of evaluative instrument designed 
to assess accomplishment of specific objectives or 
successful completion of evaluative instrument in rec-
ommended module. 
RESOURCE(S): Consultant and/or 
Recognizing How Children Develop - B2 Module 
Source: PAEC 
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APPENDIX E 
ACIDIPLISIM'NJ' OF INsrRUcriONAL 
OBJECflVES HESI'ONSES 
(N = 38) 
As a result of participation in 
the program, did you improve: Percentage of Responses 
None Little Some Much 
1. ••• in the use of multiple 
and flexible grouping? 2.6 10.5 36.8 50.0 
2. ••• in student/teacher 
planning? 2.6 18.4 52.6 26.3 
3. ••• in use of real and concrete 
experiences and materials? 3.5 6.3 47.4 44.7 
4. •· •• in use of learning centers 
as a major instructional 
strategy? 2.6 5.3 50.0 42.1 
5. ••• in use of student choices 
in selection of instructional 
activities? 0.0 21.6 45.9 32.4 
6. ••• in use of multi-level 
materials? 0.0 5.6 55.5 38.9 
7. ••• in observation and record 
keeping of student behaviors? 2.7 8.1 35.1 54.1 
8. ••• in diagnosing and pre· 
scribing for student strengths 
and needs? 0.0 10.5 50.0 39.5 
9. ••• in setting up and main-
taining a safe and healthy 
learning environment? 2.7 13.1 34.2 50.0 
10. ••• in your knowledge of 
cognitive and physical develop· 
ment of young children? 0.0 2.7 47.3 50.0 
11. ••• in buildin~t students' 
self-concepti 0.0 2.7 52.6 44.7 
12. ••• in parent-teacher 
relationships? 0.0 15.8 55.3 28.9 
13. ••• in self analysis and self 
directing? u.u 0.0 28.9 71.1 
Gordon E. Eade 
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I am presently a doctoral student at the University of North 
Carolina at Greensboro working toward a degree in School 
Administration. I have chosen as my dissertation topic 
"Teacher Professional Development: A Plan for Multi-Agency 
Collaboration." As part of my study, I would like for you 
to review the enclosed plan for multi-agency collaboration 
for its completeness and for soundness of possible imple-
mentation. 
Thanks for taking time to review the enclosed material and 
returning the enclosed form. 
DNB/ph 
Enclosure· 
Sincerely, 
Douglas N. Barker 
YES NO ----- -----
-----YES NO -----
SUGGESTIONS FOR L~PROVEMENT: 
RUTURN TO: 
DOUG BARKER 
8 TUSCOLA AVENUE 
WAYNESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA 28786 
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PLAN SEEMS COMPLETE 
PLAN SEEMS SOUND FROM 
li~LEMENTATION POSSI-
BILITY 
